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Schmitt Adds SEOG Money
After Cutting Other Funding

..

million, for the State Incentive more than $370 million.
If the financial aid levels pass the
Grant Program.
Senate and Reagan signs them,
Financial aid levels recomSchmitt's Albuquerque office
mended by a U.S. Senate subsaid,
this was the only change made universities will not feel the change
committee chaired by Sen.
in
financial
aid l.evels from what the until the 1982-83 academic year.
Harrison Schmitt passed the Senate
According
to
Schmitt's
Appropriations
Committee subcommittee on Labor, Health
and
Human
Services,
and
Albuquerque
office,
when
Schmitt
Thursday with student grant
in
Sepvisited
UNM
and
met
with
UNM
Education
recommended
funding greater than what was
tember.
administrators early last month, the
previously recommended.
The financial aid levels that administrators said they would not
passed
the
Appropriations mind ending federal funding for the
The levels for fiscal year l982 Committee included $290 million SSIG program if SEOG funding
were part of an almost $94 billion for the SEOG program; $2.37 was increased.
Th t
f'
d F 'd
b
bill which covered a number of billio.n for the PeH Gra_nt program,
social s.ervice programs.
a was con trme
n ay Y
The bill contains about $270 .2 which funds Basic Educational John Whiteside, UNM's associate
million in additional cuts from Opportunity Grants; $2.6 billion director of student financial aid and
.
for Guaranteed Student Loans; career services.
le~els. agreed on by Congress earher s 186 million for the National Direct
this year.
.
.
. Loan Program; and $SSO million
Whiteside said UNM administrators prefer the new
But the bill is also far short of the for the work-study program.
$3.5. billion in cuts needed to meet
'l']Jese levels are still more than financial aid levels because SEOG
Prestdent Reagan's call for a 12 $400 million below the compromise funds. "provide. us with more,.
percent across-the-board cut in all levels
agreed on by the flexibility in distributing funds."
programs exct;pt defense and en- congressional budget committees in
This is because SEOG funds are
titlements. Schmitt has said this July.
given directly to the universities
makes the bill a prime target for a
while SSIG funds are given to the
Schmitt has said that aU of the states who match the funds dollar
presidential veto if it passes the
Senate.
programs, except the SEOG for dollar and then allocate them
Schmitt agreed Thursday to program, are being recommended under their own aUocation formula,
adding $75 million to the Sup- at their fiscal 1981 level or higher. he said.
plemental Educational Opportunity Even with the $75 million added on
While the end of the SSlG
Grant Program in return for ending Thursday, the SEOG program is program would actually cost
continued on page 3
all federal fu~ding, about $50. still below its fiscal 1981 level of_
Manuel Franco
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Laureate

~ethe, ..professor

Hal\$ A. .

.·emedtus·· . ·of

physics at Cornell University,
will lecture on Nuc1eilr War. is
r/nthlnkab/e at 4:~0 p.m. 'in
Woodward Lecture Hall., Room
101.
tle!he received the NobefPdze
in physics in 1967for his wor~ in
atomic and nuclear physics and
for his applications Of nuclear
P,hYsics to astrophysics.

>Vafiou$ videpta~ .pr(,duced ·
by the Physicians for Sochll ·
ResponsibiUty will . be: shown
over the. University's ¢1o~·
cif'uit 'fV sYst.em aD.d wiU be
shown frQnt 9 a.m. t()9. p.m. at·
various locations orrthe c;ampus,

·

Events are $PoQsored by the
department . of . physics and
astronomy at UNM.

Mayoral Runoff Sparks
Lo-w-Key Issue Debate
Manuel Franco

'i'his is the first of a two part
series about the mayoral candidates
for Albuquerque's Tuesday runoff
election. Part one concerns the
candidate's debate on the
University of New Mexico Campus
Thursday. Part two will appear in
Tuesday's issue and further explore
the candidate's platforms.
The fireworks that appeared
earlier in Albuquerque's mayoral
campaign did not appear at the
University of New Mexico Thursday night as mayoral candidates
Harry Kinney and Gordon Sanders
debated at Woodward Hall.
With Tuesday's runoff election
approaching fast, both Kinney and
Sanders decided not to make
personal attacks on each other and,
for the most part, discussed the
issues.
City govenment is "top-lieavy
with executives," the 53-year-old
Sanders said. He said the El Paso
city government has eight
executives earning over $40,000 a
year and Salt Lake City has 17 or 18

such executives. But Albuquerque
has 45 exec.!Jtives earning over
$40,000, he said.
·
Sanders said he would cut
mayoral aides to two from the
present 12.
·A native of McCrory, Ark._,
Sanders came. to Albuquerque in
1960 to work for KOB-TV after
working for various radio and
television stations.
WhUe Sanders has said he attended a radio broadcasting school
and took government classes at
UCLA, he never compl.eted high
school or earned a college degree,
joining the Navy at the age of IS by
lying about his age instead.
Kinney, a 57-year-old Trinidad,
Colo. native, said in his opening
statement that the next mayor has
"the responsibility" to restore
recent cuts in city services using the
almost $15 mi!Jion in new revenue
expected from the gross receipts tax
increase.
Raised in Raton, Kinney attended UNM and earned a
mechanical engineering degree in
1945. He served two tours of duty
continued on page 3
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As the sun goes down students enjoy an afternoon touch football game on Johnson Field Saturday. Despite a swift, brutal, midday storm, the day was beautifully autumn.

ASUNM Election Certified; 5 Senators Sworn In
the commission unanimously voted
to certify the election, although
Wronski said she will. continue to
trtto collect campaign receipts.

candidates had two days to protest ·
the election and "I think ... the
commtsston and the · attorney
general (ASUNM Attorney General
Gary Oordon, an~ ex-officio
ASUNM Lobby Committee member of the commission) think
Chairman Michael Gallegos, this is a good policy."
representing the Students for
A question was also raised at
Students
slate that won all 10 open
The commissiott had agreed
Friday's meeting about whether the
in·
Wednesday'
ssenate
positions
Thursday to certify the election and
SFS slate spent more t.han the legal
swear in the settators-elect on election, said he would still make campaign limit.
Tuesday to give commtsston the slate's receipts available to
Because the campaign spending
member Penelope Wronski time to Wronski.
limit is $75 for each candidate, the
collect and look at the candidates'
Elections Commission Chairman slate was able to spend up to $750.
receipts of campaign expenditures.
Biven Romero saict the commission
Wronski questioned Gallegos
But a commissiott meeting' Was held the meeting Friday instead of and Dan Serrano, a Lobby
called for 4:30p.m. Friday at which waiting for Tuesday because Committee member who supported
The Fall 1981 AStJNM election
was certified Friday by the ASUNM
El.ections Commission and five of
the to senators-elect were sworn in,
reversing an earl.ier commission.
decision to hold the certification
and swearing-in Tuesday.

the slate, about whether the slate
made one or two printing runs of
bookmarkers.

official action concerning the
possible overspending until the SFS
receipts are made available.

The SFS campaign statement
shows that there was one printing
run, but if two runs were made, the
slate would have exceeded its
spending Hmit and would be subject
to a fine.

After the meeting, Gallegos said
that he . hoped the spending limits
were raised for the next election
because the present limits are five
or Six years old and "outdated.''

Oallegos told the commission he
would be willing to admit to the
over-expenditure just for the sake
of ending discussion about it, if no
fine were levied on the slate. But the
commission dec:ided to take no

ASUNM Chief Justice Jeff
Luster swore in senators-elect Jesus
Salazar, Karen . Gallegos, Jose
Campos, Shirley Lopez and Jimmy
Bottom. The other five senatorselect are scheduled to be sworn in at
Wednesday's Senate meeting.
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cominued from page 1

Preparations Resumed
For Shuttle Launching
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. Technicians resumed space shuttle
flight preparations Sunday by
starting hydraulic engine re-fueling
to give the rocket plane two opportunities for launch Thursday.
The gearboxes in two of the three
onboard turbines that drive
hydraulic pumps were cleaned and
filled with fresh oil and filters to
prevent the same kind of contamination trouble that interrupted
the first launch try last Wednesday.
"We've finished all of our work
with the auxiliary power units (the
turbine engines) and are now .in a
position to start preparations for
picking up the launch countdown
again," said Kennedy Space Ceter
spokesman Mark Hess.
Because of the hazards involved
in the fueling operation, the launch
pad was closed to all non-essential
personnel and much of the ground
crew had the day off.
The pace of activity will pick up
Monday with completion of the
fueling. The countdown is
scheduled to begin Tuesday
morning. Blastoff is scheduled for
7:30 a.m. EST Thursday. The
launch period ends around noon
that day.

If the flight is successful the
Columbia will become the' first
manned spacecraft to return to
orbit - a key step in the nation's
effort to develop a reU>able space
transportation system.

Astronauts Joe Engle and
Richard Truly, who sat for more
than five hours in the Columbia
waiting for a launch that never
came Wednesday, spent the
weekend with their families .in
Houston. The new launch date falls
on Truly's 44th birthday.

i

down.''
Sanders said he advocates a
community college for the city and

Before pumping colorless and
highly toxic hydrazine into the three
tanks for the hydraulic turbines
technicians wearing protective suit~
topped off servicing carts at the
launch pad.
The re-fueling was necessary
because some of the original
hydrazine was consumed last week
when the three engines were turned
on for five minutes before the
scheduled launch.
The re-loading process, to be
completed Monday, will give the
Columbia the necessary fuel for a
second launch attempt Thursday in
case the first try is unsuccessful.

with the Navy and came to work
with Sandia Laboratories as an
engineer in 1956.
The
candidates
answered
questions from a panel consisting
of UNM political science Professor
• Peter Lupsha, economics Professor
Gerald Boyle and former city
councillor
and
public administration Professor Alan Reed,
Kinney said he was glad that the
Lockheed Corp. decided to build a
plant in Austin, Tex. instead of
Albuquerque
because
"the
aerospace industry is so cyclical,
We will be able to attract better
industries."
Sanders said he was "not glad"
the city lost the plant because "our
economic situation is way, way

-Schmitt-continued from page 1
'
'

.!

''

univerities $100 million, $50 million
in federal funds and $50 million in
matching state funds, "we feel
SEOG has a much better chance of
survival" in Congress, Whiteside
said. "The SSIG (program) was
probably going to be discontinued
anyway."

would try as mayor to set up a
training program through the
Technical-Vocational Institute to
train people to work in the industries that carne to Albuquerque.
Sanders also said he would cancel
the $39,600 contract the city has
with former State Rep. Tom Horan
to lobby in the New Mexico
Legislature for the city, He said he
would represent the city at the
Legislature and keep legislators
from other parts of the state ''from
robbing us of our proper funding."
"We should not try to fill every
one of those gaps" caused by
President Reagan's budget cuts,
Sanders said, because doing so
would mean that the state would
just increase taxes by about the
same amount that federal taxes
have been cut.
Kinney said the city "will not
suffer as much as we think" from
the federal budget cuts. He also
said he was not sure how the cuts
will effect the city in the next year.
Kinney said he would advocate
having a city council liason to
improve mayor-city council
relations .
Instead of giving the council the
budget for the whole city all at
once, Sanders said he would submit
individual department budgets one
at a time to the council.
Problems between the mayor and
the council could be solved "with

proper communication, which is
mY speciality," Sanders said. He
said he would try to add "councillors-at-large" to the council and
make the mayor pres!dent of the
council so he would be required to
attend council meetings .
Kinney said he would not advocate increasing user fees or
starting user fees for presently free
services, despite the probable loss
of federal funds for many of these
services.
To try to start user fees in areas
which do not now have them is
"not feasible," Kinney said. "If we
triple the present fees, we would
still not make up for the loss of
(federal) housing ... and CETA
funds," he said.
To increase user fees "would not
help the people of Albuquerque,"
Sanders said. "People will simply
not buy that."

Sen. Pete Domenici, R-N.M.,
told the network Reagan can only
expect about $7 billion in new
budget cuts for fiscal year 1982,
instead of his original proposal of
$13 billion.
"Four billion in appropriations
and $2 billion in defense from the
March number and that's about the
extent of what we can expect " he
said. "That makes a total of ~bout
$7 (billion) instead of the $13
(billion) to $16 (billion) that the
president was talking about."
ABC quoted Domenici as saying
the administration's new budget

They said Reagan will stick to
plans for $3 billion in fiscal year
1982 tax increases, but left open the
question of whether he would
consider large increases in 1983 and
1984.

Don't
BEATURKEY!
SAVEALIFE!
Yale Blood Plasma is giving away
four turkeys this year!

R.C. Gorman

This. coupon is worth $5.00 and a chance in
the drawing for first time donors.

The Japanese Woodblocks

Also, any one donating twice in the same
week will be registered for the drawing.

Nov. 9 • Dec. 4
A one man show in the NM Union Galleria
northwest corner, lower level SUB

Admission is Free

H<•l.(istratiuit ends Fri. Nm·. 20. The drawing will be held Mm•.

N(.v, 2:J.

One turkey per (l(>nor, Offer good (>nlv with current mililarv
or student l.D.
··
·

YALE BLOOD PLASMA
122YALESE
(Jus! hchit1d McDonnlds Yale & C<'lltfltl)

UNM Bookstore
sale ends Friday

Design Studio

"Get to know
us special"
Guys $10.00
Gals $12.oo·

(30o/o off)
3701 SAN MATEO N E SUITE 1
CRESTVIEW SQUARE
I 'BLOCK NORTH OF COMA.NCH~

cohtinued on page 5

Free 9 oz. glass of

SQUEEZED ·ORANGE JUI~ . . .. ,
with purchase of breakfast or hamburger-

figures will be announced later this
week.
Domenici also said the White
House will eventually have to
propose a substantial tax increases
for fiscal years 1983 and 1984 to
avoid massive budget deficits.
A White House spokesman,
asked about the ABC report, said
changes in Reagan's budget cutting
plans are "still under review."
Administration officials said
Friday Reagan is sticking by its
original three year plan proposing
$115 billion in budget savings,
including $22 billion in tax raising
measures.

restocked daily

Kinney said he would support
restoration of the Kimo Theatre
Downtown, calling it "most usable
and most beautiful. rt will attract
people to Downtown."
Kinney said he also advocated
building a new, half-million-dollar
performing arts center in the city.
Sanders said he supported a new
performing arts center and said he
would have it built in the university
area within two years after he is
elected.

Reagan Expects One-Half of
Latest Round of Budget Cuts
WASHINGTON
The
chairman of the Senate Budget
Committee said Sunday that
President Reagan realizes Congress
will only approve about half of his
latJ:SL round of budget cuts, ABC
News reported.

Monstersalel

l$1.20 or morel

GOLDEN
FRIED
CHIC'KEN
265-5986

Posh
Bagel
2216 Central SE
Across from UNM

2 Pieces Golden Fried Chicken
Roll, Spicy Beans, Jalapeno Pepper, and Medium Beverage

$189 with coupon
Reg. '2"
Use our convenient drive up windows at
1830 Lomas at Yale
4700 Menaul NE
. .
5231 Central NW
Exl)lres 11-1 5·81

Open at
11:00 Daily
Other Locations
10015 Central NE
11200 Montgomery NE

Pardon our Mess!
We're expanding into UNM's
only full service Bar.
Our way of saying thanks:

Blueberry Blintzes

99¢

(reg. $2.49)
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Forum
lSabes Ch8vez?
Close your eyes and imagine a red, white and blue
F-80 fighter bomber at the corner of Yale and Las
Lomas.
Soon, If the Air Force ROTC unit has its way, and it
appears they will, imagination won't be needed. You'll
just have to look,
The F-80 is going be a memorial to the Vietnam
veterans, UNM's Air Force ROTC said. It's about time

\Dear Ed.iior
I]~

I

•

____/.

,'

DOONESBURY

by James Chavez

by Garry Trudeau
ONct Afi4/N, I GeT 70
!il'fiiP MY Ml?Y/.I.PIKil.f5
HI». il/llHBOf!NSO/.P

those vets were honored for their service to this
country. But does it have to be such an obtrusive,
gawdy memorial?
Ironically, the F-80 was used in the Korean, not the
Vietnam conflict.
The Vietnam vets' problems stem from a lack of
understanding and acceptance by the public. The
fighter will only stir the negative feelings that
surrounded the war.
It's not just a ROTC or veteran issue, That fighter
will be in plain sight from most of the campus,
meaning it will reflect on the entire university. Unless it
looks like it was made from adobe, the fighter will not
add to the architectural atmospham of UNM .

'

.r

I can't help thinking the fighter is a recruiting ploy
for the AFROTC unit. What's next - a statue of
Rockefeller at the business school?
I'm all for a Vietnam veteran memorial. Perhaps a
garden, a building in their honor or even a plaque with
the names of the New Mexicans who served would be
more aesthetic.

c
A

Letter

M

Cartoon Humor Found Offensive;
Condemned for Promoting Racism
Editor:
I totally support Philip Farah's protest of Oliphant
(Lobo, Nov.6). The real issue is promoting racist
humour. Although I may hold some views contrary to
Farah's, I am in total 'agreement that cartoons that
reinforce racist attitudes, are not innocently
humourous, no matter what position is being
parodied. In fact, Fatah eloquently brings out the issue

that inspired me to protest against the Begin cartoon;
the promoting of misinformation about other ethnic
groups, and thus the reinforcement of mistrust and
separation between a// peoples.
I agree with Farah that the Lobo owes him and all
Arab students that were offended by the cartoon an
apology,
Diane Frieden

Letter

Yearbook Whereabouts Queried
Editor:
Could you please tell me whatever happened to
those glorious yearbooks our mothers nagged us into
buying last December? I'm also curious about when
the new Student Telephone Directories will arrive.
Thanks.
Whitney Buchanan

Editor's note:
The Student Activities office reports
the yearbooks will be sent to the student~' homes on
Dec. 5 and the student directories will be available at
the student information booth in the SUB during the
week of Dec. 15.

Letter

Commission Acknowledges Election Help
Editor:
The ASUNM Election Commission would like to
thank the Daily Lobo for their fine cooperation and
help with regards to the recent student government
election. Even though our thanks go to the entire Daily
Lobo staff, we feel indebted to certain individuals who

we feel went out of their way in helping the Commission. Special thanks to Judy Nakamura, Kelly
Gibbs, Alice Wagoner, AI Padilla, Christine Craig and
Eric Maddy.
Elven L. Romero, Chairman
ASUNM Election Commission

p

Letter

Mayoral Debate
Decides Vote
Editor:
Usually more disgusted than aroused by politics, I decided to bury
my apathy on November 5th. Taking action 1 attended the candidates for mayor debate between Sanders and Kinney at Woodward. My vote was to be decided there.
It was neck and neck on issues for the first hour of the debate
which left me waive ring on the center line of indecision. At different
times both candidates voiced ideas which were sympathetic to my
interests, some non-appealing and some which I disregarded. It was
in the midst of my confusion that I was rescued - Sanders blew it in
the second round. Slandering Kinney numerous times he lost his
"issues only" stand which I had savored the whole hour before. I
was left with a bad taste in my mouth, but not feeling alone laughter and choral boos rang out from behind me.
The trip to Woodward was educational. My vote was decided.
Kinney gets credit for running, for keeping his smile during his
opponent's attacks and for refusing to slip to an equally offensive
level. Sanders gets credit for running. I discovered why politics
disgusts me. Backstabbing has become a prevalent weapon in the
political battlefield. Too prevalent. The issues of the race and the
stands of the candidates running are complicated enough to
decipher without the weight of these unnecessary evils. So the
valuable candidate who manages not to degrade himself or what he
believes in by defacing his neighbor's character is the person I will
stand behind. The political scene can use every ounce of positive
approach it can get.
Lisa A. Wilson

New Mexico Daily Lobo
No. 55
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The organizations listed here
chartered ot· rechartered before
October 3, 1980. Anyone wishing
to charter an organization 1.s
t'ncouraged to stop by the:

Student Activities Center,
Room 106,
New Mexico Union Building,
277-4706

The Campus Guide is a publication of
the Stud(•nt Activities Center, a Division of the J)(•an of Sh1dents Office.
Funds to cover part of the cost of
publishing this guide were made
available by allo(•ations from ASVN"l
Student Government.

German Club at UNM
The purpose of this organization is to further German
GU!tural and language events.
Pres: Jim Stearns ..................... 277-2538
Advisor: Prof, R. Holzapfel ... ; ........ 277-2538
Mailing Address: c/o Prof. Holzapfel, Ortega Hall347B

Indo American
Association
The p\rrpose of this organization is to provide cultural
activities for the members.
Pres: Ramesh Yelavarthy ......... , .. , .. 277-2928
VP: Deepak Thakur ....... , ........... 277-5708
Sec: Jayesh Vora ......... , ... , ........ 277-5708
Tres: Vineet Dharmadhikari ............ 277-5609
Advisor: S. Dhawan ..... , ............. 277-3622
Mailing Address: NM.Union Box #33

International Center
The purpose of this organization is to promote international education, encourage intercultural understanding through cultural and social events, and
provide a gathering place for foreign and American
students.
Pres: I oana McNamara . , .............. 277-2946
Sec: Monique ;\lbaretti , . , ............. 277-2946 ·
Advisor: Dr. Gerald Slavin . . . . . ....... 277-4032
Mailing Address: NM Union Box #76

Ethnic/
Cultural
Organizations

Lambda Chi Alpha
Pres: Mickey McKe.ever ................ 242.0824
VP: John Peralta ..... , ... , , . , ...... , . 242-0824
Sec: Phil Sterling ..................... 256-1633
Tres: Steve Elliott
Advisor: Gary Golden , , .... , ...... , , .. 277-37 I 1
Mailing Address: 1815 Sigma Chi Rd. NE

The purpose of this organization is to promote Chicano
culture and higher education to Chicanos in New Mexico
attending the University of New Mexico.
Pres: Emili-J on Gonzales ............... 277-3944
VP: Molly Vernon ................. , .. 277.3944
Tres: Joe Dean ......................• 277-3944
Advisor: Tobias Duran ....... , ... , .. , . 277-6414
MailingAddress: 1815 RomaNE

Omega Psi Phi

Nigerian Students'
Union -Albuquerque
The purpose of this organization is to promote the
welfare of the Nigerian students here in Albuquerque and
the promotion of a cordial relationship and solidarity
with other African Students' organizations.
Pres: Ifeanyi John Anikpe .......... , . , . 843-6!40
VP: Okechykwu Romaine .............. 247-3176
Sec: Emmanuel Durucha . , ............. 255-3709
Treas; Kola I..afinhan ............ , ..... 843-7919
Mailing Address: New Mexico Union Box #99

The purpose of this organization is to provide an
organization whereby all students and members of the
surrounding community may enhance, through sharing,
their interest/knowledge of the Russian language,
culture, and interesting aspects of Russian society.
Pres: .Louie Chavez .................... 296-1730
VP: Dale Lemar ...................... 268-5641
Sec/Tres: Diane Bell , .......... , ....... 821·0851
Advisor: Byron Lindsey ................ 268-2037
Mailing Address: NM Union Box #98

Association of
Students in Psychology

The purpose of this organization is to believe that men of
like atlainments and similar ideas of fellowship and
manhood should bind themselves together in order to
approach these ideas.
Pres: Shawn LaDonBuckhanan ..... , . , . 265-4515
VP: David Alan Smith ................. 265-4515
Sec; Andre Harrington , ............... 265-4515
Trcs: Verdr£e B. Stanley ..... , ...... , .. 242-8630
Advisor: Prof. Sam Johnson ........ , .. 293-0239
Mailing Address: NM Union Box #4

The purpose of this organization is to represent all
grad\rate psychology students in faculty·student relations,
to serve as an information and planning center for
student events.
Pres: Robert Calderwood . . . . . . . . . .... 243-5269
Sec: Adrienne Larkin .................. 898-6476
Tres: David Houda ........ , ........... 247-3236
Advisor: Dr. Henry Ellis . , ............. 265-2608
Mailing Address: Psychology Dept.

Phi Gamma Delta

Biology Graduate Student
Organization

Pres: James E. Sweeney ..... , ..........
Sec: Dave Walde .....................
Tres: John Walsh .....................
Advisor: Gary Golden .................
Mailing Address: 1801 Mesa Vista NE

UNM Russian Club

Graduate
Organizations

242-0761
242-0761
242-0761
277-371 I

The purpose of this organization is to serve as a means by
which graduate students in the department of Biology can
become acquainted with each other, to serve as a liason
between biology graduate students and the university
GSA, and to represent biology graduate students at
biology faculty meetings and at faculty graduate policy
meetings.
Pres: Sarah B. George . , . , . , , , ......... 242-4039
Aida Parkinson ....... , , , , , ..... 247-8066
GSA Rep: Charlie Reith ................ 298-0516
Advisor: John Wiens , ...... , .......... 277-5355
:-.1ai1ing Address: Department of Biology

Elementary Education GSA
The purpose of this organization is to facilitate communication among graduate students and. faculty.
Pres: Ben Gallegos .................... 345-7147
VP: Lee Herbert ...................... 294-4953
Sec: Sandy Mann ................ , ... , 265-1367
Treas: Nancy Roth ......... , , ......... 299-8317
Advisor: Keith Auger .................. 265-2592
Mailing Address: El. Ed. Dept./GSA
Mesa Vista Hall

Fraternities

Arab Student Club
The purpose of this organization is to organize social and
cultural events and to ~how different Arab cultures and
ctr.. toms.
Pres: Slimen Jaber .................... 266·7145
VP: Phillip Farah ................. , ..• 842-9669
Sec: Radwan Jaber .................... 266-7145
Tres :Slim en Jaber ................... 266-7145
Advhor: Sueiman Ktmicibh ............ 277-4960
Mailing Address: New Mexic<l Union Box #60

The fraternity system at the University of New Mexico
offers young men many advarttages. There is a11 opportunity to meet other men with similar likes and interests and to develop .strong and lifelong friendships.
Academically, fraternity men across the country have
'Consistently· scored above the All-Men's grade point
average. You may want to take advantage of the many
social outlets offered through your involvement with
organized fraternity activities. The activities range from
intramural >pom to social activities with sororities.
Membership is open to all undergraduate men.

Black Student Union
BSU is an organization run entirely by ils members whose
sole purpose is to help new and returning Black students
to flow into the mainstream of the University of New
Mexico.
Pres: Valarey Erving ..........•........ 277-4965
VP: Frankie Parks .................... 277-4965
Sec: Carmine Smith ... , ....•.......... 277-4070
Tres: Myra Richardson .•......•....... 277-3988
Advisor: Shaime Okunor ............... 277-5644
Mailing Address: 1819 Rom a NE

Brigada Antonio Maceo
This is an educational organization whose function is to
sponsor activities dealing with U .S./Carribean subjects.
Activities include educational forums, dinners and parties
with a Carribean theme, films and discussions, etc ...
Pres: Guillermo J. Grenier ..•........... 242-7424
VP: Miriam Martinez
Sec: Sara Bisconte ...........••........ 299-9433
Treas: Anette Bisconte ................. 299·9433
Advisor: Nelson P. Valdes .............. 268-4166
Mailing Address: New Mexico Union Box #82

Chinese Student
Association
The purpose of this organization is social.
Pres: Jih·Lih Bai ......................
VP: Ming Marvin Lu ...... , ...........
Sec: J enn-Cheng Keng .................
Tres: Chang-Town Yeh . , ..............
Advisor: Prof. Ju ..........•..........
Mailing Address: NM Union Box #2.4

Movimiento Estudiantil
Chicano de Aztlan

243-6087
842-8471
243-0696
243-1140
256-1158

Estudiantes
Por La Cultura
The purpose of this organization is. to . promote our
culture to be recognized, to share culture with others and
to maintain our identity.
Pres: Ace Samaniego .................. 277-2748
VP: Joe Deun
Sec/Trcs: Molly Vernon ....•........... 277-2748
Advisor: Tobias Duran ................ 277-3967
Mailing Address: 1815 Roma NE

English Graduate
Student Association
The purpose of this organization is to promote
professional and social interests of graduate students
within the English Department.
Pres: KrisLackey ..................... 268-1285
VP: Wendy Jones . , ................... 256"7634
Advisor: Michael Fischer •...•.•.•••.... 256-9409
Mailing Address: Humanities Building, c/o Wendy Jones

Alpha Phi Alpha
Japanese Student
Association
The purpose of this organization is for cultural exchange,
cooperation and help for .Japanese students, and personal
growth of the members.
Pres: Koichi Inoue ......•............. 242-6442
VP: Hiroyuki Nagahara .............•.. 247·9348
Sec: Hiroyoshi Takashina ........... , .. 268-1328
Tres: Naoko Hosoo ...... , ............ 265-7358
Advisor: Yumiko 0. Dab!ain ..... , ..... 277-5907
Mailing Addre~s: NM Union Box #46

Kenya Students
Organization
The purpose of this organization is to cater to the welfare
of Kenyan students and to project the Kenyan image on
campus and outside community.
Pres: Charles Mutunga .... , ............ 842-6376
Sec: J etemiah Ongwae ......... , ....... 268·8922
Tres: Fatwel Kimaivo ...... , ........... 242·5364
Advisor. Gerald May
Mailing Address: NM Union Box #59

Kiva Club
The purpose of this organization is to promote unity and
cooperation among NA students and provide a basis from
which work can be achieved for the betterment as well as
advancement of Indian people. The purpose is also to
provide a means of communication among students,
lndiart people, university community; and the general
public. The club Will also provide financial a>sistance
through the Elva Bennson Memorial Scholarship and
provides advisement, career services.
Pres: Artthony Fields
VP: G.M. Martinez
Sec: LuAnne F, Aragon •......... , ...•. 299-4681
Tres: Ertiie Johnson
Advisor: Beverly Matthews .......... , , . 277-3917
Mailin!!Addrcss: 1R12l.as Lomas, Alb. 87131

Pres: Tedman Vance ................... 256-7331
Vp: Alexander Albright
Sec: Kevin Williams
Tres: Kevin Evans ...•.........•.... , , . 256·6249
Advisor: Elwood McDowell
Mailing Address; NM Union Box #8

Graduate Architecture
Students

Alpha Tau Omega
Pres: Rockne Garvin ...•... , . , ... , ....
VP: Robert Beck ....•...........•...••
Sec: Jeff Risner ......... , .........••..
Tres: Joey Musick .. , ..................
Advisor: Gary Golden ............. , ...
Mailing Address: 1820 Sigma Chi Rd. NE

Pi Kappa Alpha
242-6437
242-6437
242·6437
242-6437
277-3711

Pres: Danny Morse .............••••...
VI': Lex Smart ........................
Sec: Brad Parker ......................
Tres: Matt McKee .....................
Advisor: Gary Golden .........•.......
Mailing Address: 1700 Sigma ChiNE

Interfraternity Council

243-3404
243-3404
243-3404
243-3404
277-37 U

Sigma Alpha Epsilon

Pres: David Griego • , ... , .•..........•. 243-0995
VP: .Frank Fanelli
Tres: Charlie High
Advisor: Gary Golden ....... , ... , , . , .. 277-3711
Mailing Address: NM Union Box #61

Pres: Tuffy McDmmld ...•..... , ......•
VP: Tom Trodden ................ ,. ..
Sec: Steve Tommi , ....................
Trcs: Dave Griego .....................
Advisor: Gary Golden ...........•.....
Mailing Address: J8i1 Mesa VistaNE

Kappa Alpha Order

842-5059
268·2273
256-9769
243·0995
277-371 I

Sigma Chi

Pres: Mark Johnson . , ............ , , ... 266-7536
VP: Robert Graves
Sec: Cliff Jarman .... , ............. , . , 266-7536
Tres: Robert .I ankins , , . , . , . , ....... , .. 277-573 I
Advisor: Gary Golden ............ , . , .. 277-3711
Mailing Address; NM Union Box #2

Pres: John Cisco . , ... , , , ..............
VP: Kenneth Faber ............ , ......
Sec: Andre Hopf ..... , ............. , ..
Tres: Bill Burch ............. , .........
Advisor: Gary Golden .................
Mailjng Address: 1855 Sigma Chi Rd. NE

843-9127
268·1571
266-8928
843-9127
277-3711

The purpose of this organization is social.
Pres: James Palmer ................... 268·0326
VI': Joe Brawley ...................... 268-7195
Sec: David Bury ...................... 842- I 573
Tres: Stevens Williams
Advisor: Robert WaHers .........•..... 344-2593
Mailing Address: School of Architecture and Planning

Graduate Association of
Business Students
The purpose of this organization is to further each
student's social, academic and professional satisfaction in
his or her pursuit of graduate business studies by
providing a forum for student interaction, acting as a
liason between faculty and students.
Pres: Charles Fears .................... 277-4345
Polly Tausch ................... 277·4345
VP: Nancy Bell ..................... , • 277·4345
Sec: Charles Fears • , •.................. 277-4345
Tres: Polly Tausch ................ , ... 277·4345
Advisor: Dr. J. Yeakel ......... , ....... 277-4345
Mailing Address: Anderson School of Management

Kappa Sigma

Sigma Phi Epsilon

Graduate Association of
Health, Physical Education
and Recreation

Pres: Randall Schiffman ............ , .. 268·1628
VP: Mark Dinehart .. , .......... , . , . , , , 884-6573
Sec: Allan Gonce ................. , . , .. 884-6573
Tres: Greg DeAtley ............. , ..... , 268·1628
Advisor: Gaty Golden .. ; ... , . , .... , , .. 277-3711
Mailing Address: NM Union Box #7

Pres: Jeffrey Hale ...•.... , .......•.... 247-4299
VP: Mark A ayes ........... , .......... 2474299
Sec: Peter Serna . , •• , ............• , ... 247-4299
Tres: Bruce Van Klabcren .....•.......• 247-4299
Advisor: Gary Golden ..... , . , , ........ 277-3711
Mailing Address: 1705 Mesa Vista NE

The purpose of this organizatiort is to coordinate HPER
activities with UNM-GSA, and to promote scholarship,
unity and professionalism.
Other: Keith Sutton .. , •.......... , .... 277-5151
Advisor: Dr. Gary Ness ... , ..... , .... , . 277·5151
Mailing Address: GA·HPER, Johnson Gym
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Graduate Student
Association of the
Department of Chemistry
The purpose of this organization is to bring together
graduate students from the various disciplines in
chemistry for the exchange of information and to provide
its members with an effective voice within the graduate
community.
Pres: Linda Caudle .................... 277-5119
Sec: Doug Uhland .................. , .. 277-2505
GSA Rep: Bill Mickols .•.........•...•. 277-4123
Advi;or: Fritz Allen ..•................ 277-4123
Mailing Address: Chemistry Dept. Clark Hall #!3

Graduate Students in
Anthropology
The purpose of this organization is to serve IIIc interests
of all anthropology graduate students and to provide a
forum for constructive discussion and interaction.
Pres: Galen Burgett ................... 268-2673
VP: Bruce Bernstein . , ................. 277-4524
Sec: Tricia MaAnany • , , .••......••...• 277-4524
Tres: William Do Ieman .•..••....•..... 277-4524
Advisor: E.S. Rush forth •.....••.••.... 277-5160
Mailing Address: Dept. of Anthropology

Graduate Students
In Educational
Administration
The purpose of this organization is to promote student
research in educational administration.
Pres: Lars G. Bjork ................... 277-4533
VI': J. Patrick Garcia .................. 277-4533
Sec: Kurt Knoernschild ................ 277-2621
Tres: John Thorpe ........ , ........... 277-4533
t\d;·isor: Dr. Carolyn Wood ..•.... , .• , . 277-3925
Mailing Address: College of Education, Dept. of
Educational Administration, Room 208

Graduate Students in
Medical Sciences
The purpose of this organization is to promote communication and coordinate activities arhong the graduate
students and faculty of the Medical Science Department.
Pres: Bruce Campbell .......... , . , •.••. 266-293.2
Sec: Judith Wallace ............•...... 883·3635
Other: D~Jia Harman .... , ....... , ... , . 277-5249
Advisor: Sci Tokuda . , ., . , ............. 277-5223
Mailing Address: Dept. of Microbiology, School of
Medicine

UNM.Gampu.~

UNM Gam pus Guid<' P.ag(• 4

Graduate Students of
Art History Association

SpeechCommunication
Graduate Student Assoc.

The purpose of this organization is to serve the common
needs of the Graduate Art History Students.
Pres: D.O. Wigley ................. , ... 873-2813
277-2516
VP: Lynn McLanahan ................. 881-5183
Sec: Michele Albert ... ,, ......... ,, .... 247-2581
Advisor: Flora Clancy , ............... , 277-2440
Mailing Address: Box 58, Art Dept.

The purpose of this organization is to share in intellectu:ll
and personal experiences in the field of Speech com-

Graduate Students of
Sociology

muni~~tion.

Pres: Tom Simpson .. , .. , , ..... , .... , . 277-4607
VP: Linda Logan ........ , ........ , , .. 277-5440
Sec: Ann Darling . , .... , . , .... , ........ 277-4541
Tres; Laura Carroll ................... 2774541
Other: Darrell Disrud ..... , . , .... , .. , .. 2774607
Advisor: Dr. Richard Jensen ............ 277·3437
Mailing Address: Dept. Sp, Comm., 1801 Roma

Blue Key National
Honor Fraternity

Modern and
Classical Languages
Graduate Student
Association
T 1te purpose of this organization is to represent Graduate
Students of languages in their department and in the
University system, and to improve the professional environment of the language department and to organize
social and cultural activities.
Pre>: David Lauer ..................... 277-6456
VP: Randy Casillas .................... 277·5907
Sec: Mary Ellen Torres ............ , .... 277-6456
Advisor: Raymond MacCurdy
Mailiitg Address: Onega Hall, Dept. of Modern and
Classical Languages

Mortar Board

Phi Alpha Theta

Honorary
Organizations

The purpose of this organization is to represent
Mechanical Engineering students and provide intellectual
and social stimulus to the Mechanical Engineering
dcpartmenl.
Pres: R. Srinivasan , .... , . , .. , . , , .. , . , . 243-2692
VP: Kathy Mulhern ................... 298-8066
Sec: Cliff Loucks ................... , , 265-2571
Advisor: C.G. Richards ........ , ....... 277-2761
Mailing Address: Mechanical Engineering, Room 202

The purpose of this organization is to serve UNM 11nd the
community.
Pres: Carla Sargent .................... 344-8539
VP: Kathy Heaphy .................. , . 256-0444
Sec: Debbie Crossland ............ , , ... 898-7876
Tres: William Krebs ............ , . , .... 299-5079
Advisor: Ralph Sigala ................. 277-3361
Mailing Address: N!-1 Union Box #35

The purpose of this organization is to advance
scholarship, to recognize and encourage leadership, to
provide service, and to emphasize the advancement of the
status of women.
Pres: Melinda Schwab ..... , ........... 247-0113
VP: Yvonne Perea ................ , ... 299-6323
Sec: Imelda J. Garduno ............ , ... 277-3970
Tres: Mane Schiff ..................... 265-3303
Advisor: Kathryn Brooks .......... , .... 277-3716
Mailing Address: NM Union Box#115

The purpose or this organization is to plan presentations,
panels, and invite speakers on sociological iss1•es, to form
a pressure group to voice collective interests to the
department.
Pres: M. Karen Bra ken ................. 243-8420
277-2501
(iuillermo Grenier ............... 242-7424
VP: Katarina Tmni .. , ............. , ... 277-5714
Scc./Trcs: Rosemary Clark ... , ......... 255-5974
Other: Ruth Reidy ................... , 277-5714
Advisor: Dr. Paul Steele , ............... 277-6214
Mailing. Address: Dept. of Sociology, 1915 Rom a NE

Mechanical Engineering
Graduate Student
Association

Las Campanas

The Khatali Chapter of Blue Key was established at UNM
in 1957 to recognize academic scholarship and to promote
worthy projects on campus and throughout the community. Representing one of the oldest national scholastic
honoraries in the country, new members are selected each
spring from amongst honor students entering their senior
year.
Pres: John Savino ....... , . , ... , ....... 268-9713
VP:TimTurner . , .... , ............ , , . 256-1751
Sec: Becky Jetson .......... , .. , . , ..... 293-5542
Tres: Pat Norris . , . , .. , . , . , ....... , ... 2964571
Advisor: Charles P, Roberts .. , ......... 277-3361
Mailing Address: NM Union Box 73

Eta Kappa NuDelta Omicron Chapter
The purpose of this organization is to provide an Electrical Engineering Honor Society for electrical engineers.
Pres: Greg Parets . , .... , .............. 294-8950
VP: Rex Kay ......•.......... , ....... 8974889
Sec: Jim Teisher .......... , ..... , .... , 266-8495
Tres : Jim Raughfuss ......•.•......... 277-5625
Other: Recording Sec. Jane Merryman ... 277-2594
Advisor: Dr. Reuben Kelly ........ , .... 277-2610
Mailing Address: Dept. of Electrical Engineering

Eta Sigma Gamma
The purpose of this organization is to elevate the standards, ideals, competence and ethics of professionally
trained individuals in the health science discipline.
Pres: Susan E. Davis ................... 881-7036
VP: Colecn Keller .................... 268-1520
Sec: Joan Redford Lowe ............... 296-8783
Trcs :MaryAnn Aelmans-Digman ...... 266-8001
Other: Sandy-Stepleton(historian) .... , .. 294-3941
Advisor: Dr. Paul B. Dearth ...•........ 277-2138
Mailing
Address:
Health
Education
Dept.
Johnson Gym, Room 162

Sigma Gamma Epsilon/
Beta. Mu Chapter
This organization is a scientific honor society devoted to
the earth sciences.
Pres: Jan'fes McKinley .. , ... , ... , , 256-3332/3214
VP; Sus;m McKinley .. , . , ......... 256-3332/3214
Sec: Joel Grimm , ........ , ....... 277-3692/4304
Tres: David Codding ............ , 296-4605/2502
Advisor; R. V. Ingersoll , . , ... , ...... , , . 277-6121
Mailing Address: Dept. of Geology, Northrop Hall

Spurs
The purpose of this organization is to serve the university
and the community, to support the activities in which the
>tudent body and the college participate, and to foster
among all students a spirit of loy!llty and helpfulness,
Pres: Robey Wafful ...... , ........ , ,. . 277-5191
VP: Angelique Vega .............. , .... 277-5387
Sec; Marilee Johnson .................. 277-5273
Trcs: Steve Reed ... , ................. 277-4192
Advisor: Paul Wo,Jds .................. 277-3361
:..1ailing Address: NM Union Box 88

The purpose of this organization is to promote interest
and study in History, and to provide a forum where
professors, graduate students, and undergraduate
students can meet and exchange ideas and better the
profession.
Pres: Bardinc Clark ................... 277-2451
VP: Mike Casiller ................ , .... 255-1276
Sec: Mike Reggio .... , ........... , .... 277-2451
Tres: Beth Handlin
Advisor: Dr. Ellis
Mailing Address: History Dept., Mesa Vista Hall

Phi Sigma Tau
The purpose of this organization is to develop
academic excellence and philosophic interests.
Pres: John Trujillo .......... 255-5876
VP: Gary Cesarz ..... , ...... 299-3765
Sec: Donna McKernan ....... 243-2164
Advisor: Russell Goodman ... 266-5132
Mailing Address: Philosophy Dept.

and honor
277-6218
277-6364
277-6218
2774042

Presidential Scholar's
Club
The purpose of this organization is to promote social
activities among scholars and to provide services to
various UNM organizations and offices.
Pres: Kathy Cuderman ..............•.. 884-8627
Sec: DeborahJ. Soehlig ................ 277-3370
Trcs: John Brockwell .......... , ....... 881·9481
Advisor: William Baurecht ............. 277-4211
Mailing Address: NM Union #67

Amnesty International
Group 101
This organization is a chapter of a world wide human
rights movement which works impartially for the release
of prisoners of conscience, and opposes torture and the
death penalty.
Pres: Joe Brawley ..................... 243-0589
VP: Amy Conger ..................... 266-2888
Sec: Monica Goubaud ................. 242-8933
Tres: David Rutschman ................ 344-1140
Advisor: Mallhiew C!lsalis .............. 243-1561
Mailing Address: School of Architecture

Student's Alliance
for Alternative to
Radioactive Dumping
(SAARD)
The purpo'e of this organizal ion is to cdu~ate the
'tudents and faculty about the prohlems due to the
storage of Radioactive waste.
Pres: Rod Vanderwall , ..... , ........ , . 268-2092
VP: Kevin Bean ............... , ....... 266-2897
Sec: Lorctt E. Curry
Tre\: Dave Proper
Advisor: Paul Davis ................... 277-6347
Mailing Address: N~l Union Box 103

Phi Eta Sigma
The purpose of this organization is to honor university
freshmen earning a 3.5 G.P.A. at the end of their first
semester or a cumulative 3.5 G.P.A. at the end of their
first year at the University.
Pres: Duane Varan , .. , ................ 294-5825
VP: Victor Maurtua .... , ......... , .... 2774492
Sec: Angelique Vega ................... 2774393
Tres: Shawn Cooper .............•...•. 277-5170
Advisor: Ralph Sigala ................. 277-3361
Mailing Address: c/o Ralph Sigala, Mesa Vista Hall

Political
Organizations

Students for Grant

Military
Organizations
Arnold Air Society
The purpose of this organization is a service organization
that advocates the support of Aerospace Power.
Pres: Robert Keohane .......... , . , ....• 277-3872
VP: Paul Schwanit1.... , .. , ... , . , ...... 883-0194
Sec: Kim Barton ....... , ......... , .... 293-0357
Tres: Greg Sheppard ................... 299-5687
Advisor: Major Curits . , ....... , ....... 266-3692
Mailing Address: 1901 Las Lomas8713l

Sandia Rifles
The purpose of this organization is to represent the
University of New Mexico at regional drill competitions.
Pres: Steve Erb .............. , ........ 277-4640
VP: Dennis O'Leary ........... , , ...... 277-4640
Sec: Keith Liotta ...................... 277·4640
Tres: Mike Rutherford ........•........ 2774640
Advisor: Major Aikman, USMC . , .... , . 277-3744
Mailing Address: 720 Yale Blvd. NE

The purpose of this organization is to assist Mr. Robert
Grant in his 1982 New Mexico gubernatorial campaign.
Pres: William M. Cleland ........ , ..... 268-8556
VP: Pat Wendlick ..................... 266-7213
Sec: Sally L. Cleland ................... 299-1263
Tres: Steve Gobeli ..................... 268-2764
Advisor: Lee Woodward ...... , ........ 277-5309
~!ailing Address: c/o Lee Woodward, Northrop Halll26

Students for Lujan
The purpose of this organization is to campaign for the
election of Manuel Lujan Jr. to the United States
Congress.
Pres: Steve Meyer ........•... , •.. , .... 842-1941
VP: John Mantano .............. , ..... 867-5561
Sec: Fernando Torres .................. 873-2562
Trcs: Jennifer Lujan ................... 277-2994
Advisor: Ed Fuge .................... , 277-5233
Mailing Address: NM Union Box #124

Young Socialist Alliance
The purpose of this organization is to educate the student
body on the socialist perspective of current issues.
Pres: John Moore ..................... 277-3378
Sec: Jeff Jones ........................ 298-9949
Advisor: Robert Kern .................. 277-4342
Mailing Address: NM Union Box #56

Professional!
Deparhnental
Organizations

Physics and Astronomy
Graduate Association

Kappa Mu Epsilon

The purpose of this organization is to promote interest
and participation in physics and astronomy.
Pres: Eric R. Nelson .......... , , ....... 277·3545
VP: Dave Batuski ......... , ........... 277-3545
Sec: Gary Henson , . , ........... , ...... 277-3545
Advisor: David Wolfe ......... , . , ..... 277·2616
Mailing Address: 800 Yale NE

The purpose of this organization is to honor mathematics
students with high grades and to provide a chance for
discussion and for hearing talks on mathematics.
Pres: Carmen Montova , , . , ..... , ...... 277-5177
VP: Debra Lang .................. , ... 884-5288
Sec: Greg Parets ................. , .... 294-8958
Tres: Becky Gore .................. , .. 277-4938
Advisor: Merle Mitchell .......... ,,., .. 271-4147
Mailing Address: Department of Mathematics.

Public Administration
Graduate Student
Association

Kappa Omicron Phi

American Indian
Law Students
Association

The purpose of this organization is to further the best
interests of home economics by recognizing and encouraging scholastic excellence, developing leadership
abilities, fostering professional activities and interests and
promoting fellowship al\long faculty and students,
Pres: Carol Bell ....... , .• , ........... , 821-3986
VP: Ann Lea high .......... , ... , . , , , , , 2554171
Sec: Cindy Kilbourne , , . , .•............ 247·1522
Tres: Liz Blancett .......... , .•....•... 822~3 54
Advisor: Dr. Ednell Snell ..•............ 294-1286
Mailing Address: Home Ec. Dept., COE

The purpose of this organization is to promote unity
among American Indian Law Students, and to provide a
forum for cultural, intellectual and social exchange and
the exploration of legal problems that affect both
American Indians and the general public.
Pres: Karen Bova .. , .......... , ...... , 255-3935
VP: Terry Mason ...... , ..... , •. , ••... 255-3935
Sec: Donna Bradley , .. , ............ , .. 299-4283
Tres: Raymond Austin ..... , . , ..... , , . , 299-4283
Advisor: Rob Schwartz. .... , , .... , ..... 277·3119
Mailing Address: UNM School of Law

The purpose of this organization is to enhance social and
professional opportunities for students and faculty
throUgh public relations, academics, and employment. .
Pres: Silvia Ramos .. , ............. , •.. 842-1148
VP: Lila Bird ......................... 277-3312
Sec.: George Lane ........... , ......... 265-1401
Tres: Vicki Marquez ..... , ............. 277-3312
Advisor: Zane Reeves .................. 277-3312
Mailing Address: 3059 Mesa Vista Hall
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American Institute of
Architects/Association
of Student Chapters
The purpose of this organization is for professional
growth and to provide the opportunity to exchange ideas
with prominent professionals; to act as .a mediator
between the students and the professional society.
Pres: Richard M. Ross .. , . , .......... , . 26241928
VP: Dan Boardman . , ........... , ..... 268-2092
Sec/Tres: Susan Lopez .. , , .. , . , ....... , 277-4894
Advisor: Don Schlegal .... , , ....... , ... 277-2903
Mailing Address: School of Architecture and Planning

American Institute of
Chemical Engineers
The purp<»e of this organii.ation is to p1·omote interest in
and study of t:hemieal engineering.
Pres: Mkhael Prairie .................. 255-5248
VP: Scott Schrader .... , ............... 256-7508
Sec: "-1ary Ann Trujillo .......... , . , ... 294-1832
Tre;: Charles llaca .................... 2684907
Advisor: Dr. David Kauffman .......... 277-5433
Mailing Address: Farris Engineering Center Rm209

American Nuclear Society
The purpose of this organization is to promote interest in
the nuclear sciences and nuclear technologies; to provide
a public forum to disseminate information on nuclear
related bsuc&.
Pres: David W. Price .................. 247-9753
VP: Lawrence C. Sanchez ...... ,. ...... 883·7325
Sec: Lek Keah Len ....... , ............ 843-6037
Tres: David Louie ..................... 266-15;!9
Advisors: Dr. Gary W. Cooper .......... 255-5196
Dr. David M. Woodall . , ...•• 266-6457
Mailing Address: Dept. of Chemical & Nuclear
Engineering, l'arris Engineering Center

American Society of
Ci vii Engineers
(Student Chapter)
The purpose of this organization is to promote
professional development among civil engineering
students.
Pres: Tucl1er Green ..... , ....• , . , ...... 243-5820
VP: Emily Gonzales ..... , . , , ...•...•.. 277-5448
Sec: Susan Torres . , ................... 277-2272
Trcs: Charles Caldwell
Advisor: Dr. G. Triandafilidis .........• 277-2802
Mailing Address: Civil Enginceri ng Dept Office

American Society of
Mechanical Engineers
The purpose of this organization is the advancement and
dissemination of knowledge of the theory and practice of
mechanical engineering and the promotion of
professional fellowship.
Pres: Jim Sharman ............. , ...... 277-6370
VP: Mike Carter ...................... 277-6370
Sec: Jan Vehar .... , ................... 277-6370
Tres: John Steele ...................... 277-6370
Advisor: Greg Starr ..........•........ 277-6298
Mailing Address: Mechanical Engineering Department

Arts Management
Association of UNM
The purpose of this organization is to serve the College of
Vine Arts in all facets of artistic endeavor through the
implementation of sound arts management practices by
students to augment education with professional experience in the community.
Pres: Brian P. Piatek ... , ........ , ..... 892-8151
VP: Carol Vincent ...... , .. , ... , ... , .. 256-7873
Sec: Jack Talpos ...................... 243-0105
Advisor: Clayton Karkosh .... , ••. , ...•. 277·3501
Mailing Address: c/o Clayton Karkosh, Theatre Arts
Dept.

UNM CmtlJlll' Cnid(• l'al.(<'
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Delta Sigma Pi

Art Student
Association Gallery
The purpose of this organization is to provide the
professional experier1ce of showing art work and
operating a gallery space to all interested students,
Pres: Pat Chavez , .............. , ...... 843-7215
VP: Sandra Garritano .......... , ... , , . 344-1925
Advisor: Betty Hahn ......... , ..... , , , 277-3448
Mailing Address: New Mexico Union Box #25

The purpose of this organization is to foster the study of
business in universities and for the students mutual
benefit through the research and practice of business.
Pres: Stephen Gobeli , . , .. , ........ , , , , 268-2764
VP: Kristin Baughman ................. 881-3940
Sec: Kyle Roth . , .. , . , .. , ....... , ...... 898-4002
Tres: Mike Castillo ..... , , , ...... , ..... 268-2080
Advisor: Howard Smith . , ... , , , .. , .... , 277-6223
Mailing Address: Anderson School of Management

Associated General
Contractors of America

Delta Theta Phi
Law Fraternity

The purpose of the AGC student chapter is to foster an
understanding of the construction industry and to aid
engineering students in their education.
Pres: Joseph A. Dean
VP: Rick Phillips , . , , .. , , , , .. , , , , ... , . 842-0799
Sec: Joclle Hertel . , , , . , .... , .. , ... ,. .. 256-0675
Trcs: Farshad Omidvaran .... , ..... , . , . 292-0644
Advisor: Glen Scars , , ... , , .. , .. , .. , . , . 266-2779
Mailing Address: Wagner Hall

The purpose of this organization is to provide members
with an opportunity to associate with local attorneys and
share ideas, social outlets, and sponsor events of interest
to the law and graduate communities.
Pres: Frank Selph ... , ...... , , ......... 242-2095
VP: Jocyln Torres ......... , ........... 296-2708
Sec: Angela Arellanes
Tres: Alfred Sanchez
Advisor: Garett Flickinger ........... , .. 256-1541
Mailing Address: UNM Law School

Association for Computing
Machinery, UNM Student
Chapter

Economics Student
Council

Pres: Bryan Bingham .. , , ......... , .... 268-2970
Advisor: Don Morrison
Mailing Address: Dept. of Computer Science

Association of
Accounting Students At
the Anderson School
of Management

The purpose of this organization is to further the interests
of the students, faculty and administration at UNM in the
field of economics.
Pres: Gary Bednarz ....... , , .... , ..... 268-7046
VP: John Schoeppner ............. , . , .. 256-1208
Sec: Mary Kurth .. , ............. , ..... 843-9147
Tres: Noel Orquiz , ...... , .......... , , , 277-2178
Advisor: Paul Therkildsen
Mailing Address: 1915 Roma NE, Rm. 156

Geology Club

The purpose of this organization is to acquaint accounting and finance students with faculty, firms and
fellow students. This includes socials, open houses, fairs,
meetings, speakers, education, etc.
Pres: Bradley J. Preber , , , . , , , ......... 294-6780
VP: Martha Cohen ... , . , . , . , . , . , , ..... 842-0460
Sec: Kari McCord ... , , ..... , ... , . , .. , . 266-%36
Tres: Sheri Nemergut ...... , ........... 243-5078
Advisor: Perry Mori .. , , . , .. , ....• , .... 266-6749
Mailing Address: Anderson School of Management

The purpose of this organization is to provide field trips,
lectures and social events for people interested in
Geology.
Pres: Dack Ventures ................... 821-2317
VP: Dave Janney ..................... 883-7590
Sec: Orillia Driver ..................... 842-5792
Tres: ScottJohnson ................... 268-4933
Adviser: Ken Mahrer • , , •............ , . 266-0689
Mailing Address: Northrop Hall

Hispanic Engineering
Organization
H. E. 0. is a student organization designed to help the
engineering student through college and to aid in the
expansion and participation among Hispanos in
engineering.
Chairman: Robert Baca ..•.. , . , ........ 344-1383
Boardmembers: Ronald Baca ..... , , , .. , 266-2465
Charlene Esparia ........ 292·2295
Manuel Gandara . , , . , ... 266-3672
Antoinette Lucero .. , .... 344·1742
Joel Jasso .............. 277-5594
Alma Giron ............ 884-2576
Advisor: Peggy Maestas , • , , , .. , .. , ... , , 884-7088
Mailing Address: Farris Engineering Center 345a

Industrial Arts Club
ofUNM

ATM Business
Association
The purpose of this organization is to provide assistance
for minorities in business and administrative sciences,
business education, economics, and BUS with a concentration in business.
Pres: David Sedillo .. , , ........ , . , ... , , 255·0669
Sec: Jackie Salazar ................... , 821·1239
Trcs: Linda Gaillour , , .......... , . , . , , . 821·1239
Advisor: Fernando Robles ......... , , ... 277-4702
Mailing Address: Anderson School of Management

Black
American
Students Association

Law

The purpose of this organization is to articulate and
promote the professional needs and goats of Black
American Law Students.
Pres: Walter Nails .................... 821-9651
VP: Satn So1eyn ..... " .. ,.,, .. , .. , .. , 277-6229
Sec: Mike Finnie ...................... 277-6229
Tres: Fred JoneS ................... , . , 277-6229
Advisor: Peter Winograd . , , , , . , , , • , , •. , 277-2146
Mailing Address: UNM Law School, Bratton Hall, c/o
BALSA

The purpose of. this organization is to promote
professional growth ill members and incre<~se campus and
community awareness of I.A. through the club's
programs, activities and service.
Pres: Lois Dickerman ....... , ...• , , , .. , 842-9052
VP: Goeffrey Westervelt . , ... , . , . , .... , 256-0247
Sec: David Ford .... , ... , ......... , ... 242·5461
Tres: Jim Whenry ..................... 884-9704
Advisor: Dr. Frank Field . , . , .•. , . , , , ... 277-4131
Mailing Address: NM Union Box #62

International Society
for Hybrid
Microelectronics
'fhe purpose of this organization is to introduce the
Engineering student to the field of hybrid and monolithic
microelectronics by offering student memberships in an
international organization at reduced rates.
Pres: Bruce Berry , , ........... , . , . , , . , 277-5559
VP: Charles Davis
Sec: David Hulsbos ......" ..... , ....... 277-5559
Advisor: Dr. Roy A. Colclaser ...• , • , , , , 277-5628
Mailing Address: EECE Dept. Tapy Hall, ltoom 209

Kappa Psi
Pharmaceutical Fraternity

New Mexico Geographical
Association

The purpose of this organization is to conduct a fraternal
organization; to advance the profession of pharmacy,
educationally, fraternally, and socially, to instill
fellowship, high ideals and foster scholarship and
pharmaceutical research.
Pres: Pete Barabe . , , ... , .......... , . , . 292-5650
VP: Frank Alleva ... , .... , .. , , . , ...... 256-0625
S~c; Pave Vucurevich ....... , .... , . , . , . 265-1945
Tres; Dennis Maietta .. , ....... , . , , , ... 242-3452
Advisor: Bill Hladik ....... , .......•... 266-5390
Mailing Address: College of Pharmacy

The purpose of this organization is to promote both an
interest in geography as a field and the growth of
geographical thinking as an approach to understanding
the world,
Pres: Kim Seidler ......... , , , . , , ...... 277-5041
VP: John Cochran , .... , , , . , . , .... , ... 277-4645
Sec: DiAnne Valentine , ...... , .. , , . , . , . 277-2828
Tres: Anne Kellogg ........... , ...... , . 277-5041
Advisor: Jerry Williams ...... , .... , .... 277-3105
Mailing Address: Dept. of Geography, Hodgin Hall

SalasStudent Organization
for Latin American
Studies
The purpose of this organization is to promote study and
interest in all aspects of Latin America.
Pres: Karen Bracken .• , ....... , , ..... , . 277-2961
VP: Nancy Morris
Sec.: Mary Fitzpatrick
Tres: Andrew Garcia ................ , , 268-2896
Advisor: Peter Bakewell
Mailing Address: Latin American Institute, 801 Yale
Blvd. NE

La Societe Du Cinema
Student American
Dental Hygienist Association

The purpose of this organization is to provide the opportunity for students to see rarely shown films which
have contributed to the history of cinema a.nd the art of
cinematography.
Pres; Michael Costello .. , . , .... , ....... 277-6262
VP: Dean Hodgkinson .......... , .. , .. , 277-6262
Advisor: Ira Jaffe .. , . , . , , , .. , , , , , , , , , , 277-3540
Mailing Address: Film Division/Dept. of Theatre Arts

Omicron Delta Epsilon
Law Students Civil
Rights Research Council
The purpose of this organization is to provide law
students with a practical experience in the research and
litigation of individual civil rights, at the same time
providing a source of service to the community.
Pres: Mark D. Jarner ........ , , , .. , .. , . 255-8129
VP: Todd Heisey ... , ... , .. , . , .... , .... 884-3337
Sec: lone Gutierrez ........ , .. , . , .. , , .. 344-0624
Tres: David Baca ................. , .... 266-3130
Advisors: Richard Gonzales
Ed Macy ................... 277-5804
Mailing Address: Bratton Hall, Law School
Administration, attn: Evelyn

National Chicano Health
Organization
T~e p~rpose of this organization is to advise pre-health

mmonty students about the various areas of the medical
profession, and to serve as a viable group to these
students.
Pres: Ray Quintana ................. , . 242-2884
VP: Ted Gallegos .............. , ...... 247-3515
Sec: Juan de Hoyos .................... 256-3236
Tres: Rebecca Saunders ........... , .... 242-7354
Advisor: Dr. A. Atencio ..•........ , •.. 277-2728
Mailing Address: Basic Medical Sci. Bldg., Suite B65-F

New Mexico
Collegiate Chapter of
the American Marketing
Association
The purpose of this organization is to provide contact
between students and professionals in marketing fields
thru guest speakers and related activities.
Pres: Jose T. Barela ..... , . , , .......... 988·3438
VP: Harold F. Stebbins , . , .. , . , , . , . , . , , 898-1377
Sec: Kristi Adams ...... , ... , ...... , ... 881-8040
Tres: Brad Tingley , , ........ , , , .... , .• 266-2236
Advisor: Dr. Fernando Robles , , , .. , .• , , 277-4702
Dr. Robert Len berg , , . , . , . , . , . 277-5904
Mailing Address: Anderson School of Management Box
20
'

The purpose of this organization is to assist students of
economics with their studies and to promote contact
' between students and the economic profession at large,
Pres: Richard Salmon .... , . , . , , , .. , , •.. 345-4196
Sec/Tres: Richard Lotspeich .......... , . 266-3068
Advisor: Albert Church ..• , • , , , . , , , , •.. 277-3429
.
Mailing Address: Dept. of Economics

Pharmacy Student
Representative
Committee
The purpose of this organization is to provide an opportunity for student involvement and input in matters of
interest to the pharmacy student. These include, but are
not limited to, student-faculty relations, curriculum
revision, course evaluation, and scholastic regulations.
Pres: James E. Ziolkowski .............. 268-7694
VP: Patti Hirte ........•. , ... , ........ 255-4972
Sec: Gregory Bales ................... , 265-7231
Advisor: Carmen Bliss ...•.... , . , .. , .. , 277-3241
Kenneth Stahl , . , ...•......... 277·2625
Mailing Address: College of Pharmacy

The purpose of this organization is to become aware of
and active in issues which concern the American Dental
Hygienist Association on the local, state and national
level.
Pres: Cynthia Davis .... , .... , ......... 277-4513
VP: Kathy Sturdevant ........... , . , ... 277-4513
Sec: Greeta VanHouten ....... ,,,,,,, .. 277-4513
Tres: Gudrun Wright . , ........ , .. , . , . , 277-4513
Advisor: Debra Lakies
Mailing Address: Novitski Hall

Student Association
of Planners
The purpose of this organization is to stimulate and
provide a focus for interest in the field of planning and
the graduate program of community and regional
planning.
Pres: Charles Brown . , ........ , . , , , , .. , 268-8836
VP: Diane Gusky .................. , .. 268-8874
Sec: Penny Garcia ................ , .... 471-4699
Tres: Angie Simpson .................. 265-5246
Advisor: Wm. Siembieda ............... 277-2903
Mailing Address: School of Architecture and Planning

Sigma Alpha Iota,
for Women
The purpose of this organization is to promote music in
the school and community.
pres: Elizabeth Martinez ............... 898-2275
Vl1 : Roberta Sanchez ... , . , .. , ......... 292-2096
Sec: Jo Beth Artnstrong . , , .. , . , . , .... , . 277"2486
Tres: Cathy Christman . , , ........•. , . , . 898-7023
Advisor: Rita Angel , .... , • , , , ......... 277-5145
Mailing Address: Sigma Alpha Iota, Alpha Sigma
Chapter, Music Dept., Fine Arts Center.

Society of
Women Engineers
The purpose of this organization is to infonn and interest
women in engineering.
Pres: Annette Hatch , .......... , ....... 292-4349
VP: Magdalana Heise .....•.•.•........ 884-5085
Sec/Tres: Mary Halbleib .....•. , ..... , , 296-2682
Advisor: Delores Etter • , ......•..... , .. 277-6564
Mailing Address: Engineering Annex

The purpose of this organization is to aid and support the
objectives and interests of pharmacy students and to
provide a forum for professional, social and community
products.
Pres: Frank Alleva ... , , ........ , ...... 247-9476
YP: Paul Schentrup .. , , , ... , ...... , .. , 268-2794
Sec: Gail Watters ... , ... , . , .... , , ... , . 247-4581
Tres: Lee Cutis . , . , . , .... , .. , , . , . , • , . , 266-5359
Advisor: Dr. Rutledge
Mailing Address: Nursing/Pharmacy Bldg.

UNM Chapter of
the Society of
Physics Students
The purpose of this organization is the advancement and
diffusion of knowledge of the science of Physics and the
encouragement of student interest in Physics throughout
the academic and local communities.
Pres: Richard Elston ................. , , 2$5-9170
VP: Annie Shaw .................. , , , . 268-1994
Sec: Eric Nudell .. , ............ , . , . , , , , 268-0856
Tres: Darell Farrer •..... , .... , , , , ..... 277-3545
Advisor: Dr. R.M. Price ... , ...... , , ... 277-2616
Mailing Address: Dept. of Physics and Astronomy

UNM Physical Therapy
Club
The purpose of this organization is to create and
stimulate an interest in physical therapy among UNM
students and people of the community, through films,
guest speakers, and other extra-curricular activities. We
will have fund raising activities to raise money to be used
for scholarships for physical therapy students, physical
therapy research, and other club activities.
Pres: Rick Murdoch ................... 881-8995
VP: George Guerdrum , .. , .. , ....... , . , 265-2879
Sec: Dierdre Puttnan .................. 821-4%2
Tres: Karen Cole ........ , ............ , 298-5741
Other: Jim Dexter . , .. , ............... , 265-7390
Advisor: Fred Rutan ................... 265-8162
Mailing Address: Division of Physical Therapy, 64 S.
UNMH-BCMC

Recreation and Leisure
Society
The purpose of this organization is to raise standards of
those professionally engaged in or preparing for a career
in recreation or related leisure studies, research, and
discussion in broadening the concept of recreation and
leisure.
Pres: Kathleen Yarbrough .......•. , .... 898·2291
VP: Vicki Warner .................... , 299-9147
Sec: Celeste Fryczynski ...•......... , .. 277-3686
Tres: Robert Semmler ................. 277-5919
Advisor: Dr. Steven Rubio ..•. , ..... , .. 265-9477
Mailing Address: Dept, of HPER, Johnson Gym Rm.
112

Students of the American
Pharmaceutical Association

Student Chapter of
New Mexico Lawyer's Guild
The pUrpose of this organization is to involve students in
community oriented legal work.
Pres: Leslie Cohen . , . , ..... , .......... 265-3276
VP: Madeline A ron
Sec: David Stout
Tres: Gerald McBride
Advisor: Myron Fink . , ..... , .. , .... , . , 277-2137
Mailing Address: UNM Law School

UNM Pre-Medical
Professions Club
The purpose of this organization is to expose students to
the realities of the health professions, providing
meaningful experiences, up-to-date information and peer
support.
Officers:
Allan Burnside , , ..... , , •.. , .. , .. , .•.. 298-3827
Rich Ragle . , .•..... , •... , , , .. , . , ..... 268-5774
Sheila Mallon .. , , , , .. , .. , , , ... , , ..... 836-1067
Barry Gordon .... , ... , . , , , , , , . , . , , , , , 299-8395
Ruby Perez . , , , .... , , . , , , , , .......•.. 292-5526
Advisor: Dan Trevino ... , , , , . , , .. , , , .. 277-2728
Mailing Address: NM Union Bldg., Basetnent, Room 24D

Student Member Section
of the American Home
Economics Association

UNM Student Engineering
Board

The purpose of this organization is to provide
development of Home Economics students through field
experiences and professional contracts.
Pres: Denise Gallegos ... , .......... , ... 836-4253
VP: Regina Villareal ... , , , . , . , ...•. , , .. 277•36'17
Sec: Susan Robinson ...•....•. , , , .. , , . 255-5642
Tres: Lena Trujillo , ................... ~44-2814
PR: Sharon Boothe .•.•• , ..... , . , ....• 277-2279
Advisor: Pam Olson , .... , • , .. , , , . , .... 277-2700
Mailing Address; Patn Olson, College of Educaticm 104

The purpose of this organization is to encourage and
promote engineering student organizations and to
coordinate college-wide student activities.
Pres: David Price , . , , . , .... , , , , ....... 247-9753
VP: Tucker Green
Sec: Bryan Bingham ............... , ... 268-2970
Tres: Mike Prarie
Advisor: Charles Hawkins , .. , , , ....... , 277-5422
Mailing Address: Office of the Dean, College of
Engineering

University of
New Mexico Student
Trainer Association
The purpose of this organization is to encourage and aid
the members in acquiring knowledge and interest in the
field of Athletic Training, and the advancement of the
Alhletic Training program at the University of New
Mexico.
Pres: Timothy E. Ac.klin ............... :296-3247
VP: Lynn Manes
Sec: J acki Romer ..................... 344-6857
Other: Susan Danials .................. 821-9369
Advisor: "Tow" Diehm ................ 881-3544
Mailing Address: NM Union Box #94

Women In Management
I he purpmc

\ll'

Canterbury Chapel
The purpose of this organization is to present the
Christian faith according to the Episcopal discipline of
the Church, the study and practice of the Christian life
within a community of people that do the Liturgy and
serve others.
Pres: Barbara Peterson ................ 247-2058
VP: Beth Enos
Sec: Jim Lenfestey ... , ..... , . , . , , ..... 247-2515
Advisor: Kathryn Brooks .• , . : . . , ....... 277-3716
Mailing Address: 425 University NE

Jewish Student Union
The purpose of this organization is to provide UNM's
Jewish students with a link to the local community's
religious cultural and social activities and to provide on
campus counseling and activities to Jewish students.
Pres: Gretchen Galvan ...... , .... , ..... 255-2859
VP: Rick Phillips ... , , ............ , ... 842-0799
Tres: Vicki Broome ........ , ........... 982-1728
Advisor; Bess Altweger ... , . , . , ........ 277-4114
Mailing Address: NM Union Box #68

Chabad of New Mexico
The purpose of this organization is to make available
social, educational, and religious activities for Jewish
students.
Pres: Teri Fenster , .. , ............ , .. , . 277-3716
VP: Tracey Klein ............... , .... , , 255-2696
See: Yaron Wartski ... , .............. , . 2.77-3988
Advisor: Dr. Roberto Prizont .. , .... , .. , 293-3985
~1ailing Address: 1801 Sigma Chi NE

Pre-= Peggy McClure .................. 255-6495
Vl': lhtwn Shorey ..................... 262-0142
See: Kim Taylor ...................... 836-4754
Trc,: l ec l.egett .. , .......... , .... , .. 296-8774
Other: I i nda l ngan ................... 268-6237
Advi,m: Robert R. Rehder . , .. , , ....... 277-4631
Mailing Adc.lre'" AnderlllO School of Management

Women's Law Caucus
The purpow of thh organiiation is to keep in touch aild
work with area; in law which wuch women's lives, to
intera~t with women attorneys, to provide occasions for
women in all three classes to get together and support
each other.
Pres: Patricia McEnearney ...... , ...... 344-8516
VP: Wendy York
Sec: Melinda Silver
Tres: Nancy Simmons , ..... , .......... 242-8926
Advisor: Helene Simpson .... , , ..... , , . 255-3159
Maili11g Address: UNM School of Law

This organization incorporates the faiths of the United
Presbyterians, the United Methodists, the United Church
· of Christ, and .t~e Christian Church (Disciples of Christ),
to serve the religious needs of the campus community.
Pres: Steve Haymes
VP: Carol Rogers . , , ... , ....... , ...... 247-0497
Sec: Ann Turner . , , , . , , •.............. 268-9672
Advisor: Jake Spidle ... , ........ , . , .... 277-4448
Mailing Aodress: NM Union Box #118

Christian Science
Organization

Baha'i Students
Association
The purpose of this association shall be to acquaint those
interested with the tenets of the Baha'i Faith by sponsoring such things as lectmes, discussions, informal
gatherings and public meetings.
Pres: Craig Lewis ......... , ........... 869-3426
Sec: Duane Varan •..•................. 294-5825
Tres: Payam Saiedsercsht . , ............ 344-9370
Advisor: Dr. Cyrus Varan ......... , , , .. 277·4919
Mailing Address: New Mexico Union Box #65

Baptist Student Union
The purpose of this organization is to provide an environment of Christian fellowship and spiritual growth as
well as opportunities for Christian worship, ministry, and
evangelism for all interested students.
Pres: Diane Hisaw , ................. , . 821-8853
VP: Gai Gai Skinner .... , ..... , .. , ..... 836-3975
Sec! Una Ramos ......... , ............ 293-4165
BSU Director: James Maness .. , , , . , .... 293"7557
Assoc. Director; Kent Winkler ... , ...... 247-4437
Advisor: Lt. Col. Don R. Richard ....•.. 344-8828
Mailing Address: 401 Universty NE

Campus Crusade
for Christ
The purpose of this organization is to provide spiritual
counsel, bible studies, leadership training classes, social
events, and personal counsel to the students here at
UNM.
Pres: Rod Akins , .... , ............... , 821·5471
VP: Robin Cox ....................... 298-0839
Sec: Mary Ann Pease , ............ , .... 277·2596
Advisor: John Gustafson ..... , .. , , . , . , . 277-5248
Mailing Address: NM Union Box #21

UNM Christian
Fellowship

Christians on Campus
The purpose of this organization is to propagate the
gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ, minister the Word of
God and provide Christian fellowship for the believers in
the Lord Jesus Christ an the UNM campus.
Pres: David Danek •...... , ........ , ... 268-4928
VP: Robert Danek ........... , •... , . , . 268-4928
Sec: Lorenc Deckert .•.... , ... , ........ 265-4930
Tres: Kurt Hetherington ............ , .. 268-5910
Advisor: F. Chtis Garcia .......... , .... 293-4578
Mailing Address: NM Union Box #57

The purpose of thi' organization is to promote the spirit
of New Testament Christianity and to encourage
fellowship and high social standards.
Pres: Ted Woodard ... , , .............. 242-9110
VP: Charles Clark ......... , ... , ....... 265-4312
Sec: James Dinallo .................... 242-7193
Tres: Paul Campau .... , ............... 266-1708
Advisor:Wm. Robinson
tvlailing Address: Christian Student Center, 130 Girard
NE, 87106

Inter-Varsity
Christian Fellowship
Inter-Varsity attempts to present the truth about Jesus
Christ to the university community. We also try to work
out an integrated view of Christianity that touches all
areas of intellectual thought, personal lifestyle, and
vocational interests.
Pres: Debbie Trujillo . , ..........•..... 277-3669
VP: Larry Leija ....................... 842-9737
Sec: Liddy Scry ..... , ................. 277-4888
Tres: Jim Scry ....... , ... , .... , • , .... 242-3677
Advisor: Dr. Harold Delaney .... , ... , . , 277-5224
Mailing Address: New Mexico Union Box# 102

L/DV Student Government
The purpose of this organization is to coordinate and
promote resident activity, promote harmonious relations
among residents themselves and to disperse monies
allocated to L/DV dormitory.
Pres: Ste.ve Parrish ......... , .......... 277-4280
VP: Robert Schilling .. , .... , . , ...... , .. 277-3084
Sec: Melanie Lunsford ..... , ... , ..... , . 277-3686
Tres: Steven Carroll ............... , , . 277-5569
Advisor.: Mark Soderstrom ..... , ....... 277-5569
Mailing Address: Laguna/De Vargas
Student Gov't-Laguna/DeVargas Hall

Residence Hall
Student Association

The UNM Crisis Center:
Agora
The purpose of this organization is to serve the students,
staff and faculty of this University and the greater
Albuquerque area. Agora is a student run crisis center.
Pres: Francesca Potaro , , . , .. , , , ....... 277-3013
VP: Mark Manhart , ..... , .... , . , . , .... 277-3013
Sec: Andrew Cook , ... , ...... , , .. , , , .. 277-3013
Advisor: Dr. Miller .. , , , ....... , ..... , , 277-3013
Mailing Address: N.W. Corner of Mesa Vista Hall
Agora#29.
.'

•

The pmpose of this organization is to promote the
common welfare of Residence Hall students,
Pres: Emily Dohe , , .. , , ........ , ..... , 277-4993
VP: Melissa Cargile . , ..... , .......... , 277-4069
Sec: Debra Rucker , ...... , ......... , .. 277-2569
Tres: Lenard Angevine . , ............... 277-2196
Advisor: G. Randy Boeglin .. , .......... 277-2935
Mailing Address: c/o Randy Boeglin, La Posada Hall

Santa Ana
Student Government

The purpose of thi> organization is fellowship.
Pre.: Amy Mycr . . . . . . .. . ...... , ..... 834-2291
VI': R.L. Sharp ............. , . , ....... 256-97~0
Advisor: Dr. M. Wildin . , , .. , .... , ... , , 268-7650
~1ailing Addre": N:-..1 Union Box 77

Christian Student Center

Religious
Organizations

The purpose of this organization is to assist our members
as well as anyone interested in achieving self realization
and the expression of that realization in this world
·'
Pres: Jimmy Wells ...... , .... , ........ 898-9724
VP: Craig Nettleton .. , , .. , . , . , . , . , .... 877-8925
Sec: Susa? Nettleton , ....... , .... , ..... 877-8925
Tres: Judith Olean ...... , .. , ... , ...... 2.56-1552
Advisor: George Schwartz, M.D. , . , ..... 262·0541
Mailing Address: New Mexico Union Box #41

United Campus Ministry

thh nrganization is to provide a group to

~nhance the professional educatir>n of women managers.

Symphony of Life First Church of Divine
Science

The purpose of this organization is to proclaim Jesus
Christ to all people at the University. UNM-CF provides
the opportunity for Christian interaction so that each
person can be trained and encouraged to present him or
herself to God mature in the ways of Christ.
Pres: Steve Casaus ....... , .... , ... , ... 266-4718
VP: Dennis Madrid .... , ............... 242-3939
Sec: Paula Michnovicz .......... , , .... , 255-4729
Advisor: Bryan Dershem ........... , .. , 277-3605
Mailing Address: NM Union Box #22

Luther House
The purpose of this organization is to create and evaluate
a Christian ministry for students at UNM.
Pres: Joan Wilkes ..................... 242-0607
VP: Rob Belles , ...................... 277-5176
Sec: Kim Olson ....................... 293·7532
Advisor: Edward \Vallers .•.........•.. 277-5239
Mailing Address: NM Union Box #84

Santa Clara
Residence Hall

Maranatha Christian
Center
The purpose of this organization is to reach the
University of New Mexico with the message .of Jesus
Christ and to lead believers to Christian maturity.
Pres: Kelly Moe ... , , .............. , ... 277-5681
VP: Mary Smith ................ , , . , , , 292-2946
Sec: Betty Gamm .. , . , . , .............. 296-7075
Advisor: Sam Guyler .. , , ....•.. , ... , .. 277-5907
Mailing Address: c/o Sam Guylcr, Dept. of Modern and
Classical Languages.

Residence Hall
Organizations

Navigators
The purpose of this organization is to serve the students
of UNM by encouraging personal relationships with God
via individual and group study of the Bible, and general
fellowship.
Pres: Reuben Rubio ............... , , , . 266-8208
VP: Mike Orbock ..... , . , , .... , ... , ... 242-0392
Sec: Diana Saiz . , ............... , ... , . 243-7082.
Tres: Kris Cortella , . , ....... , , ........ 277-4794
Advisor: Lonnie Theyc •.. , , •... , ..• , , .. 255-8132
Mailing Address: Mesa Vista Hall, Room 2110

Newman Catholic
Student Association

Alpha Phi Omega
The purpose of this organization is to provide service to
the students of the University of New Mexico in a social
atmosphere.
Pres: Douglas Oakes .. , .. , . , , .....•.. , . 898-0236
VP: Tammy Townsend ............ , ... 247-4275
Sec: Celeste Frycznski ... , . , ........•. , 277-3686
Tres: Jan Vehar ....................... 266-6700
. ~dvisor: Paul Woods .. , ... , ... , ...... , 898-7782
MaJ!mg Address: New Mexico Union Box #87

Newchild Players
The purpose of this organization is to expose the
University of New Mexico to black theatre, for cultural
putposes as well as entertainment.
Pres: Myra Richardson .. , . , . , ........ , 277-3988
VP: Angela Luster-Jones ........... , ... 277-5644
Sec: Mattie Wakefield ... , ... , , , .•. , . , , 277-5644
Tres: Yolanda Tryon ...• , .......... , , . 277-5644
Advisor: Juba Clayton ....... , .. , . , . , , . 277-5644
Mailing Address: Afro-American Studies, 1819 Roma NE

Alvarado Hall
Programming Committee

New Mexico
Public Interest Research
Group

The purpose of this organization is to appropriate money
for dorm use.
Pres: Paula Zing ...... , ............... 277-2579
Trcs: John Muldrow .• , , ... , ... , ...•... 277-3375
Advisor: John. Crampton . , , , ...... , .... 277-4311
Mailing Address: Alvarado Hall

Pres: Mike Irvin , ......... , .... , .. , , .. 242-6292
Tres: Rod Vanderwall .... , , ... , . , ... , . 268-2092
Advisor: Leonard Stitclman ........ , ... 242-2347
Mailing Address: Rm. 24-E, Basement New Mexico
Union Building
'

The purpose of this organization is to promote the
welfare of the Coronado Hall Residents.
Pres: Steve Matlock , , . , .. , . , ... , , , ...• 277-3371
VP: Steve Reed .......... , . , , , ........ 277-4192
Sec: Oscar Arjona .. , .. , , , ..... , . , . , ... 277·3468
Tres: Kcvill Healy .. , , .... , . , , ........ , 277-2571
Advisor: John Crampton .... , ...... , . , . 277-4311
Mailing Address: Coronado Hall

Raza Unida
Estudiantil

ServiceOrganizations

The purpose of this organization is to assist students in
finding tutors, helping them fill out financial aid forms
and assist them in finding academic counselors.
Pres: Debbie Retana
VP: Alfredo Romero
Tres: Henry Romero
Advisor: David Maciel . , .... , . , , , . , , , .. 277-2266
Mailing Address: c/o David Maciel,
History Dept., Mesa Vista 2308

Returning Students
Organization

Student Association
of the Church of
Latter-Day Saints

HokonaHall
Student Programming
Board

The purpose of this organization is to meet the needs of
college students while they arc at school-reaching out to
encompass all Latter-day Saint students on the campus. It
is designed to help the students gain and preserve spiritual
strength while they acquire the competence to serve as
participating arid contributing citizens ill their com·
munitics and the world.
Pres: Kenneth Shumway . , . , , . , .• , .. , , . 865-7160
VP: Elizabeth Hughes , . , ••. , •.•. , . , ... 255-4433
Sec: Kathy Birch .......•. , , .. , , ... , , , . 873-2226
Advisor: Wm. Lit¢hman .. , , .. , , , .....• 277-5139
Mailing Address: 1601 Grand Ave. NE

The purpose of this organization is to program activities
and events by and for Hok.ona Hall.
Pres: Mike Stewart .................... 277-4168
VP: Melissa Harris , .••• , •..•. , •..... , , 277-2274
Sec: Gerard Alonz.o .•.••.•.... , , , .• , •. 271-261!0
Tres: Jaue Shannon .•.•• , , .. , ...... , . , 277·5384
Advisor! Mark Kretovics • , . . .•...•. , . , 277-4918
Mailing Address: Hokona Hall

f
" j

'

The purpose of this organization is to provide a wellrounded, learning experience in residence hall life.
Pres: Stana Martin ......... , ..... , .... 277-3389
VP: Didra Franco ........ , ... , ........ 277-3771
Sec/Tres: Sandy Robles .... , •... , .. , , .. 277-4686
Advisor: Nena Joy Almodovar , , . , , .. , .. 277-4955
Mailing Address: 214 Santa Clara Hall

Coronado Hall
Student Government

The purpose of this organization is to provide the .opportunity for UNM students to work together on projects
relating to the Catholic faith.
Pres: Dennis Kehoe ..•.....•.....•••..• 277-3368
VP: Jane Merryman ................... 277-3784
Sec: Brad McDowell . ; ........... , , .•.. 277-5582
Tres: Becky Becker .................... 277-3280
Advisor: Dr. Jan Schuetz ............. ,. 277-4541
Mailing Address: NM Union Box #95

J

The purpose of this organization is to get the members of
Santa Ana dorm together to plan various activities for the
dorm to participate in; the activities are designed to get
the members of the dorm involved to benefit themselves
and others whom the dorm might plan things for.
Pres: Ardyce Burnett .... , ............. 277.2298
VP: Anne l.efkofsky , ................. 277-4388
Sec: Chris Hatcher , ............... , . , . 277·3886
Tres: Lynn Schreyer ... , ... , • , • . . . . . , 277-4677
Advisor: N. Almodovar , ..•• , ..•.... , . , 277-4955
Mailing Address: Santa Ana Hall

'

r.·

Afghan Relief
Committee Organization
The purpose . of . this organization is to .provide
humanitarian assistance to the people of Afghanistan
who live in refugee camps in Western Pakistan.
Pres: Farid Adel , .. , ........ , ... , . , .•. 897-2166
VP: Raul Granillo .......... ,. ......... 897·1831
Sec: Mehria Koshan
Tres: Hafiz Amin
Advisor: lona McNamara ••••..•...• , •. 277-2946
Mailing Address: NM Union Box "69

The purpose of this organization is to provide support
and counseling to people who are over 25 or have been
away from school for awhile. An advocate, social and
informative organization geared to but not limited to the
above group.
Coordinators:
Bruce Mahan ....••. , ...•.... , 296-5774
Lu Wheeler . , . , .. ", ... ,, ..•.. 831-4632
Sec: Betty Vogel .......... , , ......... , 292-0687
Tres: Joseph Alfieri .• , .... , . , , , •.•.... 294-1237
Advisors: Pat Luna, ......... , .... , .... 277-5161
L. Andra White .. , , . , . , •. , , •. 277·3716
Mailing Address: NM Union Box #91
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l UNM International
'

Student Veterans
Association
The purpose of this organization is lo facilitate a means
by which the Studem Veterans Association may be of
service to other veterans, the University, and the com·
munity.
Pres: Michael DoughertY ............... 277-4150
VP: Pepe Ugarte ...................... 277-4150
Sec: Larry Tannery .................... 277-4150
Tres: Ken Guay ....................... 277-4150
Actvisor: Juan Candelaria .............. 277-3506
Mailing Actdress: NM Union Box #53

Trailblazers
The UNM Trailblazers is a group acting as official hosts
for UNM, greeting visitors, guiding tours and helpiog
with Homecoming. We also work with Chaparrals and
Cheerleaders in traditional spirit activities.
Pres: Alan May ....................... 299-5548
Sec: Debbie Dawson ................... 292-4187
Tres: Joe Medina ..................... 266-8927
Advisor: "Bub" Henry ................ 277-5808
Mailing Address: NM Union Box #109

Kappa Kappa Gamma

New America

Pres: Lori J. Larson ................. , . 294-6581
VP: Pamela Bazan~ ........ , ........... 296-2415
Sec: Ann Gauert ...................... 294-4214
Tres: Catherine Weaver ............... , 296-5293
Advisors: Karla Bramer , ............... 265-4042
Karen Abraham, Mary Barbee . 277-4706
Mailing Address: 1620 Mesa Vista NE

The purpose of this organization is to pu ])!ish New
America, a journal offering a forum for writers, artists,
and photographers on themes of Southwes~ern and
American Studies interest, and to conduct such business
as will enhance publication of that journal.
Pres: Alice Kisch ...................... 277-3929
VP: Nancy Theriot .................... 277-3929
Sec: Rita Gonzalez-Mahoney .... , .. , .. , 277-4557
Advisor: Charles D. Biebel .. , , .. , ...•.. 277-3929
Mailing Address: American Studies Dept., Humanities
328

Panhellenic Council
Pres: Theresa Butterfield ........ , ......
.YP: Maureen Keenan ..................
Sec: Lisa Ruemmale ... , ...............
Tres: Grace Thompson .................
Advisors: Karen Abraham and
Mary Barbee ................
Mailing Address: NM Union Box#38

842-1249
247-0113
247-1522
243-3471
277-4706

Pi Beta Phi
Pres: Kelly Morse .....................
VP: Terri McBride , ............... , , ..
Sec: Susan Wacknov , ..................
Tres: Daniellc Morgan .................
Advisors: Karen Abraham and
Mary Barbee ................
Mailing Address: 1701 Mesa Vista NE

299-8147
242-0718
242-0718
242-0718
277-4706

Sororities
Sororities are group.s of women interested in learning:
leaming to live and work with people, learning to share
experience.\ and ideas, learning principles of leadership
and human relations, and learning tolerance and consideration. They are homes away from home • places
where women can relax with their friends and just be
themselves. Sororities provide social activities, further
sd10lastic and academic interests, and assist the
University and communlty through service and
philanthropic projects.

Alpha Chi Omega
Pres: Terry l.upenski ............•.....
VP: Janelle Johnson ...................
~ec: Karen Cloer ......................
Tres:Chris Synder .....................
Advisors: Karen Abraham and
Mary Barbee ................
Mailing Address: 1635 Mesa Vista Rd. NE

247-1522
247-1522
247-1522
247-1522
277-4706

Special Interest
Organizations
ASUNM Textbook
Co-op
The purpose of the Text Book Co-op is to enable students
to pay less for needed texts and at the same time, to allow
them to sell their used texts for more than would
otherwise be possible. Whereas all texis ln ihe Book Coop are furnished by students, this service depends upon
the students in order to remain open.
Director: Steven Febres Cordero
Asst. Dir.: Veronica Berumen
Clerk: James Kloeppel
Office: 277-3701
Mailing Address: NM Union Basement Room 24A

Conceptions Southwest

I Folk Dance Club

I

I

Pres: Susan Brocklehurst ...............
VP: Karen Haggrcn ...................
Sec: Janet Sandoval ...................
Tres: Wendy Spencer , .................
Mailing Address: 1825 Sigrna Chi Rd. NE

I

I

SF3
The purpose of this organization is to provide a social
group for all re.aders and viewers of science fiction and
fantasy, and to serve as a campus liaison for the sponsoring clubs, Alpha Centura, the Albuquerque Science
Fiction Society and the National Fantasy Fan Federation.
Pres: Craig Chrissinger ................ 884-3590
Sec: John Greenfield . , ................ 897-2103
Advisor: Patricia C. Smith ............. 277-4248
Mailing Address: NM Union Box #120

Chi Omega
Pres: Carolyn Moses ...................
VP: Stacy Snapp ................... , . ,
Sec: Brcrtda Bowen ....................
Trcs: Dorothy Vitti toe .................
Advisors: Karen Abraham and
Mary Barbee ................
Mailing Address: 1810 Mesa Vista Dr. NE

247-21Q1
247-2107
243-6113
243-6113
277-4706

Delta Delta Delta
!'res: Lisa Peay ................ , ...... 247-0113
VP; Karen Gallegos ................... 247-0113
Sec: Claire Anthony ................... 247-0113
Tres: Karel\ Johnson .................. 247-0ll3
Advisors: Karen Abraham, Mary Barbee . 277A706
Mailing Address: NM Union Box #17

The purpose of this organization is to provide a creative
place where students can receive basic instructions in
ceramics, black and white photography, slip casting,
jewelry, and copper enameling. We also make signs.
Pres: Christine Thomas ............. , . , 277-6544
VP: Evelyrt Mallcs ..............•..... 277-6544
Sec: Penny Jo Wiescamp ... , , .......... 277-6544
Treas: James Venable .................. 277-6544
Advisor: Clarence Bracken ............. 277"4506
Mailing Address: New Mexico Union Box #126

Gay and Lesbian Student
Union
The purpose of this organization is to provide political,
social, personal and academic support to illeet the needs
of lesbian, gay, and bisexual individuals within the
University cominunity.
Coordinators: Preston Gagner . , ........ 242-5416
Bryan Smith , ... , ..... , . 277·3779
Trcs: John Fellin ................ , .. : . . 277·2368
Sec: Mike Costello ..... , ........ , .. , , . 247'8079
Advisor: Buck Rhodes .. , . , , ... , ...• , . , 256-0595
Mailing Address: NM Union Box# too

University Karate Club

UNM Mountain Club

The purpose of this organization is to provide martial art
instruction in Kojasho (Chinese two-man forms).
Pres: Terry Gearey ......... , .......... 256-1375
VP: Victoria Gearey ......... , , , ....... 256-1375
Sec: Dona Agshen : .................... 281-3809
Tres: Mark Manhart , .................. 265-6010
Other: Mike Castro
Advisor: Dr, Atkins
Mailing Address: NM Union Box #Ill

The purpose of this organization is to promote oudoor
skills and interests through mountain climbing, backpacking, whitewater rafting, and cross-country skiing,
Pres: Raymond Page .................. 281-2748
VP: Glenn A. Norman ................. 294-1694
Sec: Peggy Page , .................. , .. 296-3026
Advisor: Arthur St. George
Mailing Address: NM Union Basement, Room 24-f.

UNM Aikido Club
The purpose of this organization is to teach Aikido.
Pres: Stephen Stumpp .. , .............. 262-0677
VP: David L. Birt , ......... , , ......... 268-6617
Sec/Tres: Richard Hall ............... , 268-6617
Advisor: Gary Purdue ................. 277-5151
Mailing Address: NM Union Box#lOI

Wheels
I Wagon
Square Dance Club

The purpose of this organization is to provide support for
people with scoliosis and to promote public awareness of
the disease.
Pres: Emily Jackson ................... 247-8746
VP: Debby Warila .................... 268-6822
Sec/Tres: Marilyn Wackerbarth ......... 243-4250
Advisor: Richard A. Anderson .......... 277-5939
Mailing Address: 616 Spruce NE 87106

The purpose of this organization is recreation and social.
Pres: Karl Smith ...................... 266-5340
VP: Ruth Chow ... , ... , .... , .. , . , . , ... 266-4468
Sec: Ruth Turning ..................... 255-705 5
Tres: Cathy Christman ...... , ... , , , , ... 898-7023
Advisor: Wm. Litchman ............... 247-3921
' Mailing Address: NM Union #54

U.N.M. Chaparrals
This organization is a spirit squad which works with the
band and cheerleaders at football and basketball games.
Pres: Cathie Clear ..................... 884-4779
VP: Annette Gonzales .... , ....... , .... 298-0931
Advisor: Kathy Hendrickson
Mailing Address: New Mexico Union Box #96

UNM Cycling Club

'Sports/
·Recreation
Organizations

Society for
Creative Anachronisms
The purpose of this organization is to foster the arts,
sciences, history and recreation of pre-1650 life-styles.
Seneschale: Marsha Smith . , ............ 255-7019
Herald: Patty Nagle ................... 299-2476
Knight Marshall: Bill Lindemann ........ 247-4481
List Mistress: Beau Tappan ........... _, 842-8412
Ms. of Sciences: Ben Weiss ............. 277-2085
Advisor: David McPherson ............. 277-5027
Mailing Address: New Mexico Union Box #86

The purpose of this organization is to promote and encourage bicycle commuting, touring and racing in
Albuquerque.
Pres: Paul Sery .................. , .... 242-3677
VP: Rick Baldwin ............... , ..... 898-2486
Tres: Brad Bond .... , . , ........... , , .. 265-9655
Advisor: Beth Soy bel .................. 877-0715
Mailing Address: NM Union BoK#I08

Pres: Todd Schatzman ..•...•.. , ....•.•
Vp: Brian Reinhart ....................
Sec: David Weichbnodt .......... , .•.. ,
Tres: Anthony Nieto ...................
Advisor: David Harris . , ........•...•..
Mailing Address: NM Union Box #39

277·5679
881-2594
881-2594
881-2495
277-2211

The purpose of this organization is to provide a means for
students to scuba dive.
Pres; Kevin Sheldahl ................... 299-4077
VP: Richard Grissom ................ , , 292-0521
Sec: Mike Malone .. , , ................ , 293-3151
Tres: Gary King ....................... 268-3801
Advisor: Loti Wiggins ..• , ........ , .. , • 268-6650
Mailing Address: New Mexico Union Box #105

Intramural/Campus
Recreation Advisory
Council

Student Production
Group

The purpose of this organization is to advise and make
recommendations to the intramural staff relating to
intramural and campus recreation policies and
programming.
Chrm: Ray Marchal! .......•.. , ........ 277-3506
Asst. Chrm: John Durkin
Sec: Theresa Castillo ......... , ........ 277-5151
Advisor: Nancy White ................. 277-5151
Mailing Address: Johnson Gym Rm. 230

The purpose of this organization is to provide student
coverage of informative and entertaining campus and
local events.
Pres: Steven Sullivan .................. 242-3055
VP: Steven Webb ..................... 268-9928
Sec: Alicia Garges ..................... 293-2099
Tres: Michael Biedermann .............. 255-2655
Advisor: Alan Baker ................... 345-6735
Mailing Address: c/0 Alan Baker, Dept. of The.atre Arts

Lacrosse Club
The purpose of this organization is to promote lacrosse in
the Southwest.
Pres: Steve Hartenhoff ..•• , .... , ....•.. 2%-9774
Sec: Don Sattler ...................... 277-4575
Tres: Mike Archuleta •..•.............. 268-5518
Advisor: Danny MacLaughlan , .•. , ..... 242-2899
Mailing Address: NM Union Box #18

UNMSkiClub

UNM Disc Association
The pupose of this organization is to promote and encourage disc sports on campus and make students and
general public aware of the diverse sport opportunities
available from disc play.
Pres: TimCaffeey .......... , .......... 265-9316
VP: Bill Deraad ....•............ , ..... 836-4952
Sec: Jolyn Luna
Tres: Gary Bednarz •.................. 268-7046
Other: Mike Schwantes ..•.•........... 277-3275
Advisor: Dick Baldizan ................ 277·5151
Mailing Address: UNM In tram urals Johnson Gym

UNM Fencing Club
Shotokan Karate
of America

UNM Ballroom Dance Club

The purpose of this organization is the serious practice of
karate-do.
Pres: Michele Engel
VP: Jeffry .Finer
Sec: John Baugh ..•....... , •.......... 298-1451
Advisor: J.T. Cordaro ................• 277-4256
Mailing Address: c/o J.T. Cordaro, tapy Hall

The purpose of this organization is to promote the art of
ballroom dancirtg throughout the University artd provide
social activities (Mostly dances) for students taking
Ballroom dance classes and others who may be interested.
Pres: Diane Shelby ................ , ... 255-4137
VP: Cheryl Rohwcin ................... 277-4096
Sec: Paul Fisher , . , .. , ............ , , ... 296-62%
tres: Richard Ross ................. , .. 247-1943
Advisor: Joan Gentry ........ , ......... 296-5876
Mailirtg Address: NM Union Box #44

Sport Club for
the Disabled Students
and Citizens

UNM Forensic Union
The purpose of this organization is to promote public
speaking skills and actiVities on both the competitive atld
non-competitive levels throughout the state of New
Mexico.
Pres: Denise Mags , , .• , • , . , .. , ..... , ..• 881-1428
YP: Bruce Dotlisthorpe •...•...... , .... 277-3692
Sec: Rick Salgado ...•......... , ....... 256-0926
Tres: Jon King ........................ 843-67!l5
Advisor: BarrY Spiker ....•....•....... 277-4711
Mailing Address: co Barry Spiker, 1805 Roma NE, Rm.
#216

UNM Rugby Football Club

UNM Scuba Club

Crafts Area
299-0562
821-4812
247-4274
243-2170

The purpose of this organization is to recreate, propagate
folk dancing, increase cultural and ethnic awareness, and
aerobic fitness.
Pres: Julia Rockwood ......... , , ...... 277-4984
VP: Paul Balduc ...................... 242-0329
Sec: Jennifer Liepe .............. , ..... 242-3843
Tres: Bill Wilson ........... , ......... , 265-3916
Advisor: Dr. Bill Sweatt ........... , ... , 277-S 148
Mailing Address: NM Union Box #121

I

Scoliosis Support Group

The purpose of this organization is to provide an outlet(s)
for original work by UNM students, faculty, staff, and
alumni in the fields of fine art, theatre art, literature
film, music, and dartce. The emphasis is on student work.'
Editor: Leslie Donovan ..•............. 884·5123
Performing Arts Director:
Elizabeth Cohen .................. 831-3159
Art Editor: Ray Abeyta .... , ........... 277-5656
Business Manager: Michael Ford , ....... 277-5656
Advisor: Robert Lawrence .............. 277-2326
Mailing Address: Marron Hall, Rm.l31

AI pha Delta Pi

I
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The purpose of this organization is to provide
recreational and competitive activities for the disabled
population.
Pres: Patty Field ...................... 277-5151
VI': Rick Murdock .................... 881-8995
Scc/tres: Mimi Mahoney ......•....... 277-5151
Advisor: Tim Gutierrez ....•.........•. 277"5151
Mailing Address: lntramura1s, Johnson Gym 230

The purpose of this organization is to promote the sport
and art of fencing on campus and provide a place to fence
for the community.
Pres: Susan Guilbert .....•...........•. 266-0557
Co-Pres: Jim Malone •......•••.•...... 243-3151
Sec/Tres: Gwynn Hall •................ 266-0557
Advisor: Russell Goodman ......... , •.. 277-4024
Mailing Address: NM Union Box #26

UNM. Judo Club
The purpose of this organization is to promote the sport
of Judo.
Pres: Gerald Jordan
Advisor: WayneMaxweli ..•.•...... , ... 296-7643
Mailing Address: HPER, Johnson Gyin

UNM Karate Club
The purpose of this organization is to workout and
promote individual development in character, sincerity,
effort, honesty, etiquette, and self·control through
Karate training and practice.
Pres: Carl Brasher, ... , ..•. , .•......... 881·1450
VP: Mike Heister ..................... 344-7846
Sec: Cathy Davis ...................... 842•4431
Advisor: Gary Purdue .....•........... 255-2721
Mailing Address; NM Union Box 58

The purpose of this organization is to provide affordable
skiing to the largest number of students possible.
Pres: Jeff Smith , ............ , ........ 898-5185
VP: Brad Wisler ...................... 299-1188
Tres: Debbie Gustafson
Advisor: Dr. Charles Taylor ...... , ..... 277-4132
Mailing Address: NM Union Box #51

UNM Skydiving Club
The purpose of this organization is to promote skydiving
as a sport for UNM students and develop a competitive
skydiving team.
Pres: Randy Knapton .................. 277-4885
VP: Chris Salas ....................... 277-4196
Tres: Scott Cox ....................... 255-0693
Advison Phil Roeder •..•.•..•.•...•... 292-1273
Mailing Address: NM Union Box# 123

UNM Soccer Club
The purpose of this organization is to promote the growth
and interest of the sport of soccer in the university
community and to allow the members of the club to be
able to compete on a high lr.vc1 of soccer.
Pres: Jim Todd ....................... 268-0551
VP: Jorge Yant ....................... 842-5189
tres: Jim Todd ....................... 268-0551
Advisor: Craig Robertson ....•......... 277-2209
Mailing Address: NM Union Box #107

.
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UNMVarsity
Cheerleaders
The purpose of this organitation is to promote sdwol
spirit and support Lobo athletics.
Pres: Gina Gonr.alcs .....•............. 298-2164
Tres: .lonnneStcfan ............. , ..... 268-7564
Mniling Address: New Mexico Union Box #117

UNM Women's Rugby
Football Cltib
The purpose o this organization is to encourage women to
develop the necessary physical skills and knowledge
needed to play rugby football and to promote rugby as a
legitimate sport for women.
Pres: Mary C. Beers ................. , . 277-5541
255-4824
VP: Jamie Searcy .......... , .......... 842-9395
Sec: Cindy Weiss ...................... 292-6026
Tres: Nancy Levitt , ................... 262-0340
Other: Cheryl Gage .........•...... , ... 255-4824
Advisor: Charles R. Key ............... 277-5541
Mailing Address: NM Union Box 55

BEF Suggests No Tuition Increase
TilE STlJDEi\TACTIVITIES CENTEH
Sl'I'VeS YOU by
Pubiishing:
UNM Pathfinder
Bi-Monthh· Calendars
Student Di-rccton
Mirage (Yearbook)
Student OrganizHtion Handbook
Campus Guide
Campus Maps
Summer Calendar
Advising:
All Chartered Stt1dcnt
Organizations
A.S.l 1.N ..M.
G.S.A.
Gener:d 1\dviscm en t to
Individual Students and
Groups
J>rogra nun ing:
LL'<'turl' l'nde1' the Stars
Parents Du,·
Aetivities Fair
H.ecognition Banquet
Mall Free Daytime Activities
Sororitv and Fratcrnitv Hush
Charteri1~g:
·
and Ht'Chartering of ull
Student Organizations on
Campus
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.tvlanaging:
SUB Tk·kct Office
Student Information Center

',,
...
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recommendation) will pass (the full
BEF)."
Austin said he has talked with
BEF members Marjorie Beck and
Robert Rodriquez and they have
said that they have "no problem"
with the recommendation to not
increase tuition next year. ·
"We've got a good ch<~nce to at
least keep it (a tuition increase)
low," said ASUNM Lobby
Committee Chairman Michael
Gallegos, who is also heading a
coordinated lobby effort for the
Associated Students of New
Mexico, which involves the state's
educational institutions.

Gallegos said that in the past, the
different student body presid~nts
each made different presentations
to the BEF, sometimes disagreeing
on issue~.
"W~'re getting a coordinated
effort statewide," Austin said.
"ASNM is finally becoming a
viable organization. We are in
communication and are becoming
more professional."

said the
ASNM
Austin
presentation to the. BEF consisted
of pointin& out the increases in the
last few years of "our (students')
three big costs, housing, food and
tuition."

, -Debate---------continued from page 3

'

TELE-MESSAGE NUMBEH: 277-5243
Student Information Center: 277-4606
(open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Monday through Friday)

''!would sell the Kimo,'' Sanders
sa.id. "The Kimo is a failure as a
performing arts theatre. No one
ever goes down there. You're never
be able to draw a large audience to
the Kimo."
Both men said they support the
planned West Mesa Airport.
But Kinney said he would like to
use the land around the airport site
for industrial parks. He said he
would like the access road to the
airport to be built starting from
Nine Mile Hill through the volcanos
in the area.
Sanders said building an exit
from Interstate 40 to the airport
would result in less pollution in. the
West Mesa area. He said he is not
sure he has a viable plan for the
land around the airport because
"so much will change in that area."
Kinney said it was "hard to see
any improvement" coming soon in
the city's mass transit system since
the city spends $4 million a year to
subsidize the system.
"The best solution I see is having

more buses at peak hours using our
25 new buses ... and then the new
revenue may be used to increase the
evening routes,'' Kinney said.
"It is assumed that the mass
transit system must run .like a
perfect Newtonian Universe,"
which is wrong, Sanders said.
Sanders said he would talk with
UNM officials to possibly develop
special evening bus routes "without
·losing too much money.
If elected, Sanders said, he would
cancel the scheduled auto emissions
inspection.. program. He said the
program would not be effective
because diesel semi-trucks, older
cars and out-of-town cars that
come into the city would not be
covered by the program.
Kinney said that because the
contract for the program must be
signed by Nov. 25, it would be up to
Mayor David Rusk to decide if the
city will start the program.
If the prograrn is implemented,
there would be no improvement in
the visual quality of the air in the
first five years of the program,

~\lemiJet"Nhip

in cmy durrterecl slluletrl organizfltJ'ou u·ill
be clem'etl to anyoru• on tlu• lmsi.~ of race~ color., .•;tJ.\',
reliJ!,irm. uatimwl m·i~iu m· plry.•sical diS~lbilil!f~ <'.rn•p/ em
.'Kmctimr(•d by/we.

There is no substitute for
knowledge and experience.

If you were not convinced of this,
you would not be reading this
newspaper.

OTES

If Harry Kinney were not convinced
of this, he would not be running for
mayor.
On election day, vote for knowledge
and experience in city government
here in
Aibuquerque.

Vote for Harry Kinney.

paid for by the citizens for Harry Kinney for Albuquerque,
J.T. Michelson, Treas.

I·'
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High Fidelity Service Center
REPAIRS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Car stereos
Home stereos
Professional equipment
Cloc.k radios
Answering machines
Everything

2110

*FREE*
ESTIMATES
*FASTEST*
IN THE
SOUTHWEST

JUAN TABONE 294·0012

IDEO
. ES_

Hot New Game**
Kinney said, but he would find out
whether the program was making
the air healthier to breathe before
deciding whether to continue .
support for the program.
When the candidates were asked
about their background, Kinney
said he has spent "26 years being
involved in the public affairs of
Albuquerque," including being the
city's first mayor between 1974 and
1977, serving two terms in the old
Albuquerque City Commission,
three terms in the Bernalillo County
Commission and one year working
with U.S. Sen. Pete Dominici,
Sanders said he had no political
experience. "I'm not from the
cookie-cutter mold," he said.
"I have no political debts to take
with me through the City Hall
doors," Sanders said. "That's why
I will not announce who my CAO
(Chief Administrative Officer) is. I
honestly don't know."
Kinney has confinned that his
CAO will be Frank Kleinhenz, who
was the CAO when Kinney was
mayor.

The Student Activities Center is a division
of the Dean of Students Office.
1101

;\;cw organizations may ehartcr at any time
dming the year. H.cchartering takes placc in
St·plt•mhci· of cwry year. This Guidc rdlcct~ onl) the student organizations which
dwrlcr with our office.

For the first time in six. year~, the
staff of the New Mexico Board of
Educational Finance has recommended that tuition for the next
academic year not increase, the
ASUNM President said,
Mike Austin called the recommendation a "victory" because it
has been the policy of the BEF to
raise tuition at the rate of inflation.
The recommendation will
probably be considered by the full
BEF at their next meeting, Nov. 1819 in Santa Fe.
"We've talked to board members
and it seems they are aware of our
(the students') plight," Austin sald.
''It seems very hopeful that it (the

. FURY'*

. Play Video Gamu While You Do Your Laundry

UNIVER<YslrvcoiN°LAUNDRv
1 tree game Berzerk ·1 free u•m• your choice•

I knit 2 ooupon& ·per person per day

FREE FILM SERIE:S
Classics of the 1930's

"Petrified Forest"
(1936) Directed by Archie L. Mayo

Starring Humphrey Bogart

Monday., November 9th, 3:30p.m.
Woodward Hall147
NEXT ...
"Mr. Smith Goes to Washington"
Monday, November 23rd
Funded by a grant from the UNM Foundilion tnc.
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Sports

Arts
The Nikolais Dane~ Theatre
Residency, Nov. 9-12,1981

Mvnd11y, Novcmbcr9
11 :09 Equipment arrives at

Albuquerque International Airport
on Frontier #71.
2;05 - Dancers and Mr. Nikolai$
arrive at Popejoy Hall.

Mr. Nikolais has Gym [30 people]
interview Dave Woodward of Noon - Intra to Dance Class KNME-TV.
Carlisle Oym [88 people]
1;30- Modern II C./ass- Rodey
Tuesday, Nov,lO
Theatre Dance Studio [IS people]
10:00 - Slide show for costume
8;00 - Dress Tech for Fall Dance
class in room B-434 FAC.
Concert in Rodey Theatre.
3:00- Performance #1
8:15 - Performance #2
Thursday, Nvv. 12
Wednesday, Nov. 11
8:35- Mr. Nikolais departs.
10:30- Modern I Class- Carlisle 2:15- Companyd~?parts.
5:30 -

s

Video

9:30-10:30 S111- 'Thur
!k30-12.1JO Fti-Sst
256-9408

Games

Highest P8c-man score by Nov. 30th

l'

·,

Wins FREE complete cross country ski set!
Defender
Missile Command
Centipede
Wizard of War
and more!
--~p;;-oa.n&(;"(,Ujjc)n:-~.-r1r.ncece-Uam"&P8r"Person-P8raav--

o

0
T

M

0
W

0
1H

0
F

(Nov. 9-13)

;::::=:===
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lip
The Vortex Theatre regrets
to announce that it will be
postponing the opening of
The Sadow Box until Thursday, November 12.

~er'riee
rresldtnlhll Scholars Club - Will be meeting
p, m. In _the Honors Center, Those

Wednesday at 7

planning 10 attend the Hayride on Saturday please

sign up at the Honors. Center and leave your SS.OO
wilh an officer no later than Nm·,9,

I
I
I

UNLIMITED
MILEAGE

FOR

' RESERVAnoNS,
CAU:

505/842·4235

Only $79
for 5 days.
per day.
$uttompoct
manualtrdnS.MISSIO~ C:dr

Just S159 w111 put you on the toad for ten fun days w1th unhm•ted m1leage 1n a
manuaHransmtsston subcompact car. If you are 18orolder, have a ma;orcredJtcard
and avahd dnver's hcense, that'S all you need. Tell us what s1ze car you would lrke,
and we'll have 1t ready for you start1ng November 20.
HANDMADE Bl' NUNZIO'S
107 CORNELL S.E., ALBUQUERQUE, N.M,

262-1555

Rates are not discountable Gasoltr\e, appf1cab!e ta:.:e_s, opt1onat Colhs10n {~~::f:?~:)-,:-- ---~
Damage Wa1ver and Personal Acc•denllnsurance are not mcluded No f:j ,._._., ·.
charge form1leage. All cars subJect to ava•ldb•llty Cars must be returned ~-·u• ...__:·
totherentlnglocat.Jon no laterthanNovembe:r30, 1981 or h1gher pubhshed Rllll "..&:,:::-.~
Hertz oa.ly Standard Unllm•ted M1!eage Rates w•II_<!DPIY to the ent•:e ~i@'~!&~N~:)r;:n:;·>:<

TRY OUR DELICIOUS
HOMEMADE PASTA!

i

107 CORNELL SE • 262·1555

rentalpencd,andadropchargewlllalsoapply.Askforcomoletedetai1S.

m~~:t-:.-.,:_-._ ,;.·:::·.:--_,

··-·· ·ltl

"1 For Everyone.
Larger cars available·athlgher rates.

HEP.TZ RENTS FORDS AND OTHER FINE CARS

Covered

ENGINEERING GRADUATES

..Vag on
Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOifYN

For employment in Southern California
THE

LONG

BEACH NAVAL SHIPYARD has civilian employment opportunities for:
• Mechanical Engineers
• Naval Architects
• Industrial Engineers
• Civil Engineers
• Electrical/Electronic Engineers
THE LONG BEACH NAVAL SHIPYARD
is looking for gradUaling engineers who:
• Can accept responsibility lot multi-million
dollar projects.
• Are creative in engineering analysis to
improve cost efficiency,
• Can adapt to multi·engineering problems
With stale of the art requirements.
• Are self-motivating.

THE LONG BEACH NAVAL SHIPYARD
civilian employment offers:
• Challenging career opportunities.
• Consiantly changing job assignments.
• World travel.
• Liberal vacation time.
• High-paying retirement.
• Merit promotion opportunities.

Sign Up now at your placement office. We Will be interviewing:

November 16

Candice Nutwell
For further
information
write or call:

Professional Employment Coordinator

LONG BEACH NAVAL SHIPYARD
Long Beach, CA 90822
. Code 170.1
Call collect: (213) 547-8275 or 547·8276

Traveling Road Show

Fantastic Weekend
For Female Sports

6:00 -

Mike Harriger
of Yale Blood Plasma
Hwards UNM student,
Steve Walterseheih,
the free h:llloon ride
give for donating hlood
Th:u1k vnu

U S C111zensh1p Required

UNM >ttl;lcnts,

An Equal Opportuhlly Employer M/F

stul"f. and facuhy.
YALE 111.001) l'Lt\SM A
122 YALi•:S.E.
261l-5i2!J

f

I

I
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Female athletes at the University . eighth at 19:48.8 to complete UNM
of New Mexico recorded what is scoring.
probably the most successful day in
Lobo runners Linda Mitchell
the history of the program (19:51.9) and Loretta Chavez
Saturday,
(20:00.3) finished ninth and lith
The golf team won a second for Lobo insurance, as UNM had
consecutive
major
national 22 points to smash runner-up
tournament; the cross country team UTEP's 54 and third place
earned a trip to the NCAA Wyomir:g's 57 points.
The greatest attention nationnationals; and the volleyball team
captured the inaugural Lobo wide, however, is focused on the
' Invitational.
golf team which won the Stanford
The Lobo cross country team Women's
Intercollegiate
tried to "run together" in the Invitational Tournament by nine
; NCAA Region Seven cross country strokes over Arizona State, with
championship Saturday on the Kris Monaghan, Sheri Chandler
UNM 5000 meter course. They did and Theresa Schreck all among the
so well that only four other runners individual leaders.
Monaghan was third with 221,
managed to place in the top 11, and
UNM was a runaway team Chandler fourth at 223 and Schreck
champion to earn a trip .to the eighth at 226. Debbie Wright with
231 and Dana Howe with 237 scores
NCAA national meet in two weeks.
Lisa Mitchell is the individual completed the Lobo domination.
• regional champion, winning th race
The win came on the heels of a
_ in 10:10.3, chased by teammate similar overpowering win at a
. Joan Sterrett in 19:13.1. Brenda tournament hosted by the
, Graham of Wyoming also beat pre- University of Florida the previous
meet favorite Marit Risan of Texas- weekend, and proved UNM is one
El Paso, then came more Lobos of the premier golf teams in
with Kristi Rapp in 19:32.2 and America for autumn 1981, as they
Valerie Fisher in 19:38.9 for fifth pause forthe winter break.
and sixth; then Cynthia Valdez in
The volleyball team, ranked 15th
nationally, beat regional foes
Texas-Ei Paso and New Mexico
State for the title of the first-ever
Lobo Invitational Tournament,
although they struggled through
five sets Saturday night against
New Mexico State for the win.
The most valuable player in the
tournament was Kelly Knowles,
and she was joined on the alltourney team by Lobes Kim Hicks
and Terri Nielson.
After beating the NMSU
Roadrunners in three straight
games Thursday before the
tournament, the 'Runners came
back to win the first and third
games Saturday night, making
UNM come from behind twice to
win the event. Scores were 13-15,
IS-13, 13-15, 15-9, 15-10.
IJTEP beat Texas Tech in three
straight for third place.
Sunday afternoon, the Lobos
HutH~II t:. •• r,tJ,tu

Lisa Mitch'ell

Lobo Ute T ;e
-

"

New Mexico and Utah tied 7-7
Saturday morning in a Western
Athletic Conference football
game in Albuquerque, broadcast
by ABC· TV.
It was a defensive struggle all .
the way, with UNM holding the
Utes to only 233 yards, but
probably giving Utah the league
defensive
championship
by
gaining only 171 yards on offense.
Only 14,420 persons - less
than 3000 of them students ~
watched the game in person, but
football fans in 11 western states
watched on television as Utah
scored in the second quarter,
then IJNM tied the score in the
final period.
Quarterback Robin Gabriel
got an ovation when he entered
the game late in lhe second half,
and hit end Robert Mitchell with
a 33-Yard scoring pass.
UNM, 3-6-1, travels to
Colorado State next weekend.
WEEKENOFOOTBALL RESVI.TS
New Mcxlc:o(3·6·1)tied Vtah (1~1-f), 1-1
Colotado St. {0-9) lost lo BYtl (8•2)i 63· 14
Wyoming ('i-2) defeated San Diego St. (4-4)1 24·
13
Hawaii (1·0) dcreatcd Tcl!as-EI Pa~o(l•8), 3~-7
New Me:di:o ·state (l-6) lost to Tulsa, J 1·0

Texas Tech (1·1-t) lied Tc.llasChristlan, 3!>-39
Ni!vnda-La~ Vegas(4·S) lost.to FtcsnoSf,, 42·26
Huuston (5-J·I) lied Te"tt~.14-14
Air forceAcadimly (3·5) did not play,

followed up With

a

conference

match against UTEP, winning 1614, 15-7, 16-14.
The cross country team is
coached by Tony Sandoval and
Mike Strong, the volleyball team by
Mike Hebert and Wanda Grissom,
and the golf team by Henry Sandles
and Barbara Berry.

featuring:
·;~- Speechifyin Digger Dave Foreman

·,';Singer/Songwriter Johnny Sagebrush
l< Film: The Cracking of Glen Canyon Dam
1'' Slides; July 4th Sagebrush Parriot's Rally

.t:-'Rs\'-

Monday, Nov. 9th, 1981 6:30p.m.
Woodward Hall 149
An opporlunily for experimental learning presenled by NMPIRG and Michael Hamihon. visiting le<.lurer. Division
of Public Adminislralion.
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GORDONSAYSSANDERS
LET'S YOU & I BE

MAYOR

CONnNENTAL
THE ARMADILLO FARE. •19.99

STAND BY FOR THE LOWEST FARE IN TEXAS.
You're gonna see a lot fuwer
annadillos out on the highways.
Because Continental just made flying
around Texas affordable for anyone
who's not in a hurry.
Our new Annadillo Fare is good
on 110nstop flights from Albuquerqu.e to
El Paso. From there, you can annad1llo

to Austin, Lubbock, Midland/Odessa
or San Antonio for another twenty bucks.
Just show up at the airport and
stand by for an unfilled Coach seat.
Chances are good you'll get on the
flight you want. You can check Juggage. Bu! only one .carry-on, please.
Wh1le you walt for your plane,
rhc Pr<iud Bird

be careful not to sit on what appears
to be an unaccompanied leather Cll.rr)l-on.
You wouldn't want tO offend an amladillo, would you?
Good ol' Continental sure wouldn't
To El Pa>o: I0:41am, 8: I Iprn, I0:26pm
Flighls subjecl to cancellalion due lo
flight controllers' work stoppage.

CONTINENTAL AIRUNES.
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lMPROVt; YOUR GRADES, learn Super Learning·
The Speed Le~rning Cotlt!C, Speed reading, ~on·
centra lion, memory, tests made easy. Call26S,42B6.
11/10
!larry or Dona.
t'OIUEGN CARS, AMERICAN cars and trucks.
Maintenance and tune·up. Same day service Karl at
242-4080.
lt/11
Wt; SKI TOO. Cross-country ski rentali at The
Harvard llike House 131 Harvard SE 255-8808. 11/ll
I'ROFK'iSIONAL TYPING J>ONE • 7S cents pet
lt/1~
doublc·spnced page, 898·6118 after S p,m.
HJPE AWAY,., IN a eo~y adobe gucsthouse In
beautiful Chimayo. lied and breakfast only S28 for
two (November rate). La Posada De Chimayp: JSI·
4605.
ll/19
THESES, DISSERTATIONS, PROP08Al.S edited,
CST tutoring, Jan Grover, 265·6094. ·
1119
TYPING 75 CENTS/PAGE, 296·4998, campus,
ll/20
afternoons, 277·6350.
PROFESSIONAL Rt:SUMES 265.')1)82.
II /ZO
TYPING • WORD PROCESSING: Carbon ribbon;
selection of lype styles. sgt-6879.
11/13
COMPUl'ER CONSULTANT· STUDICNT rates.
Confused, which personal computer Is right for you,
Call Wm, Shuffield 843·6152, keep trYing,
I 1/13

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising
:'\1111'1'011 lin II. Hoonl I:H

•ll<'iiii'L'IIIIiulu~· ollld]ulll'llotlhlll;lt

1. Personals
A('C'l!RAU: INFOIIMATION ADOUT con·
tru<cption, stcrillzatio.n, ~bortion. Right to Choose.
294·0171.
tfn
COLO, A LAIWE bowl of what. Lar~c chile (red or
green) $1.25, Posole Sl.25, Beans .65. Casa Del Sol
in the New Mexico Student Union.
lfn
PRt:GNANCY TF.SUNG & COtiNSEI.ING. Phone
247·9819.
tfn
PASSPORT ANO IDENTIFICATION photos. 3 fat
$6.00!! Lowest prices in townl Fast, pleasing, short
walk to UNM. Call 265-2444 or come to 123
Wellesley S.E., between Girard. and Carlisle, cornel
ofSIIvcr.
tfn
CIIJNES.E lJUFFJ;T. CHEAP All you can eat. LUnch
S3.45, supper S4.SO, Sunday Brunch$3.00. Jao.Jao's
Place, 5000 Central A~e. S.E.
tfn
CONTACTS·POI.ISHING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington,
tfn
WE BOT DISTRIBUTORS, Preocription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon styles), gold
rimless. SS4.50 (regular $65,00). Pay Le"!' Opticians,
5001 Menaul N.E,, across from La Belles,
tfo
CARE ABOUT ART? Conceptions Southwest,
UNM's fine arts/literary publication, can't exist
witho"t your support. Buy 1981 issue $4 in Marron
Hall, Room 131, UNM Bookstore, Student
Bookstore, ASA Gallery, Fine Arts Museum, Living
Batch. Back issues available Sl in Marron Hall,
Room 131.
tfn
WRIU:RS· CONCEPTIONS SOUTIIWF.ST is now
accepting literary submission! for Its spring t982
Issue. Bring po<try, fiction, non-fiction, plays, etc, to
Marron Hall, Room 131. All submissions must be
typed and have name, address, phone on each piece.
Enclose self·add1essed •tamped envelope If you wish
to have your work returned. UNM students, faculty,
staff and alumni only. Deadline Dec. 4. No more than
five pieces per writer please,
tfn
SIIORT OF FUNDS Enchilada, red or green chile
. 89, big burrito, red or green chile, St.OO, Tostada,
red or green chili .59 at the Casa del Sol in the New
Mexico Student Unionllldg.
tfn
J liST A SNACK. So papilla with honey .3S, Salsa and
chtps.75, N~chos $1.00. Casa Del Sol in the New
MexicoStudent Union.
tfn
StNGU;s ONI.Y .35 a cone single, ,60 for a double,
.75 for a triple. New Mexlca Union Ice Cream
Shappe.
tfn
EXPLORE CARLSBAD CA vt:RNS, November 21st
only $20.00 forstudems. Call277-2336.
1119
SO Pt:RCENT OFF BOOKS, Records, Magazines,
Comics. Newest Bookstore In University Area, !II
Price nooks, Records, Magazines, University at
Central. "Twice the books for half the price." 1119
WOMEN'S IIEALTII SERVICE UNM. Student
Health Center Annual exams for PAPS, con·
traception, abortion counseling and other
gynecological services. 277-3136.
tfn
FINANCIAL AID SOURCES guaranteed for every
student or your money back, Write Soul.hwest
Scholarship Services; P.0. Box 1480S Albuquerque,
New Mexico 87191 for more Information.
I t/13
100 Pt:Rct:NT PURE SPIRULINA. Light Force
243·0309.
I l/9
STUOi:NTS WANTED TO participate as
"Patients/Nurses" for Trauma Course, Nov. 13, V..
day, $6,00thf' Cnll843·2222.
11/9
IIOW 110 YOU spell unity? JI.A·H·A'·l. Come and
hear about the Baha'I faith at 2:30 In room 230 of the
SUE. Every Wednesday,
11/10
NEED CASII f'AST. Sell your magazines, science
fiction books and records at V. Price Book~,
University at Central.
11/17
Df..~PERATE TO JOURNEY looking for tWO or
three Journey tickets, Willing to negotiate. Please call
262-0754, a;k fot Chris or 294·5324, ask for Ann.

1119
l\tE:LODIOUS CO,..,TEMPORARY AND Classical
mm1c recordings nt reasonable prices, Rainbow
Place, 5~5 Wyoming NE, 9·6.
11/12

EATING/WEIGUT·LOSS Group, beginning
Monday, 10/16131. 4-5:15 p.m., Dr. Goodlive, 256.
t553
ll/13
MY MOST SINCf;RE thanks to all people who gave
me their help and support during the A.S.U.N.M,
race, Ken Carter.
11/9
WIIA'I' DO MR. URIAN an<l friends do for all their
cleaning needs? Call "Round-the-Clock" Cleaning
Service!.
11/9

2. Lost& Found
FOUND ll/6, LARGE male dog. Jlrown with white
chest, purple collar and flea collar, Call 299·6229 or
255-5523.
11/11
LOST: SMALL BLACK and white sheltie (miniature
collie) in Spruce Park neighborhood. Very shy. Call
242-3347, Reward.
11/12
FOUND I. D.'S BELONGING .to Jerald Sandoval
near Mesa Vista. Claim by Identifying at Marron
Hall, room 131,
11/10
KEY PIN FOUND Initials and dat~ on back. Found
11•3 10:30 at the mall in front of Zimmerman. Claim
Room 131 Marron Hall.
11/11
LADIF.S WATCH FOUND in northeast part of
campus on O~tober 28. To claim, tell me location and
describe watch, Csll '1.77·3679 evenings,
11/10
FOUND SOME 'MONEY, Tell me approximate
amount, denominations, and location, and I will
return it to you. 247-8475, Karl.
11/9
FOUND: DRIVER'S UCENSE belonging to Billy
Saiz. Claim in Room 131, Marron Hall.
11/9
MAX WAHLQUIST, PICK up your student J,D, at
131 Marron Hall.
tfn
FOUND: SET OF KEYS on miniature thong. Near
old Psych Lecture Hall, Claim at 131 Marron Hall.
tfn
FOliNII KEYS ON small Oip.llop with little mixing
bowl. Claim Room 131 Marron Hall.
tfn
FOUND: DROWN, NYI.ON duffel bag, cigarette
case, green glove, pair of sunglasses, small coin purse,
tortoise-shell colored barettc, man's brown! sweater~
Claim at Biology, Room 173.
tfn
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Pollee
8:00 a. 11l, to 4:(!0 p.m. dally.
tfn

;·
I

FOR THE COLLEGE

BENEFITS.
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The Army Reserve will pay
you up to $11,000 duringfourycars
of w1lt•ge. Army Reserve duty
won't interrupt your studtes,
hccau~c you serve JUst one weekend each month and r.vo weeks
a year, and you can take all of your
training during two summers. 1<1
find outwhichskilltrainingcou~5es
arc available, call your Army
Reserve representative, in the
Yellow Pages under "Recruiting."

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-423-3673

4. Housing
THE CITADEL-SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Jlus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, from $205, All utilities paid, Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry, AduH
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE, 243·2494. tfn
ENORMOUS, QUIET, JWO.BEDROOM furnished
townhouse apt., fireplace, 9 ft. closets, $350, utilities
tfn
paid, no pets, children, 247-8724.
HOUSESITTER: I AM looking for an apartment or
house to houseslt during spring semester (or earlier).
Excellent references and enjoy gardening and yar·
dwork. Catherine, 242·7226.
tfn
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 G.irard
NE, S185/mo., all utilities paid. Fully furnished •
security lo~ks and laundry facilities. Please call before
6:00 In the evening, 266-8392.
tfn
ONE-HALF BLOCK FROM campus, nice 2 BR
furnished apartment, 898-0921.
tfn
~PARTMENT NEAR liNM TVI, I BR. furnished,
8·plex, $180/month. For more infer caii242·91S6 or
242· 7081.
11/9
CHAPARRAL APARTMENTS· CLOSE to UNM
and TV!. Large I bedroom, large kitchen includes
dishwasher, recreation room, laundry room, extra
storage, electronic securitY system. 521 Spruce S.E.
No children or pets. Utilities paid, 842·1864.
1212
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT near UNM,
Hospitals, Garage, Yard Honing Highlands area,
$190.00 268-7218,
• 11/11
ROOMMATE WANTED FEMALE non-smoker
IIIII
near campus. Call2664977.
1WO BEDROOM APARTMENT, unfurnished,
Carpet, drapes, dishwasher, Central and Wyoming,
near busline. S200/month, plus utilities. Call 277·
3527 or2654483,
11112
FEMALE ROOMMATE FOR beautiful house in
Corrales, non-smoker, quiet - prefer early thirties,
$187.50, g98-774S.
11112
I'VE TWO PLACES for rent: !·bedroom apartment;
storefront. Any reasonable offer totaling $175 ac·
eepted for eitllerunit. Robert, 242-4777.
11/13
Gt::T HIP, GET higll, get an apartment. Several near
UNM, one bedroom. 247·8647,
11/13

3. Services
RAKE YOUR YARD1 ·Teenagers would like to do
odd jobs. Clean garages, baby-sitting, housecleaning,
yardwork, small paint jobs, Call293-5038 after S:OO.
tfn
GUITAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS and rentals.
Marc'sGultarCenter. 143 HarvardS.E.265-331S.
tfn
TYPING· FAST, ACCURATE reasonable, cassette
transcription. 247-2583.
11/13
TYPING·
PAPERS,
RESUMES. Stored
magnetically. 247-0300.
11/20
TYPING • STllnt:NT/BUSINESS, Including
expedenced,
statistlcaVtcchnicat.
Reasonable,
competent, 296·6299.
11130
HOUSE CLEANING, RELIABLE, thorough,
reasonable. Messages f~r "Eve", 266-0280.
11/10
PROFESSIONAL TYPING BY English/MA aditor,
Vast experience with dissertations, papers. Editing
available. 266·9550,
11124
A· I TYPIST, Tt;RM papers, resumes, 299-8970,
11130
QA TYPING SERVICE: a complete typing and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
sd1olastie, charts and tables. 345-2125.
tfn
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES. Learn Superlearning••
The spcedlearning course. Speedreading, con·
centration, memory, tests made easy. Courses start
weekly. Call2654286 Barry or Dona.
11/9
HOME TYPING SERVICE. Jtetired English
professor. Spelling, grammar, confidentiality
guaranteed. 292·3431.
11/25
CAMPUS LAUNDR\' PARKING. Spaces available
now. $9.00 monthly. 2106 Central S•.E..
IIllO
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$30.00 255·7061.
11/9
TURNTABI,E, PIONE:En Pt,.;to Manual with shure
tracking for~e gi>Uge.$40, old dresser·$10, 255-5310.

FOCUS???
non.· Fri. 10 • 6 p.m. Sat. 9 • 5 p.m.
101 Cornell S.E.

-

butterfield
the store for MORE Diamond Value

GOLD
WEDDING
BANDS

FAMOUS QUI\'JTO BOOKSHOP and Photograph
Gallery i> lo~ated v, block from Johnson Gym a~ .11.1
Cornell S.E, Hours: .11·2:30, Monday-Friday. Special
orderservice. Ill Cornell S,E, 37106,266-1788, 11/9
WOOL PAN'fS HEAVYWEIGHT g0nulne militarY
issue, Also used flight and field jackets and parka:;
!'rom $30,00. Kaufmans, A Real Army-Navy Stpre,
504 YateS. E., 256·0000,
ll/12
ONE-HALF PRICE BOOKS Records, Magazipes,
Comics, Never Pay Retail Again, University at
11/9
Central. "Twice !he books at halfthe price."

MAYTAC.lGAS ORYER, $60, 265·1683.
ll/9
RALEIGH 23" tO-SPEED, boot< rack, $85, 265·
1683.
1119
Wt; BOT DISTRIDliTORS Prescription eyeglass
fra.mes. Greenwich Village (Lennon styles), gold,
rimless •.$54.50 regular $65.00 Pay Less Opticians,
50Q7 Menaul N.E. across from J.n BeUes.
tfn

6. Employment
PART·TIME l'OB afternoons and evenings. Must be
able to work friday .and SaturdaY nights. Must be 21
years old. Apply in person, no phone clllls, please.
Saveway Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, 551~
Menau) NE.
tfn
ROCK DRUMMER NEEDED Experience necessary,
277-3892,277-4191.
11./9
RESPON$18LE MOTHER LOCATED near campus
is willing to babysit, Call Lynn 242.0245.
.11/13
INFORMATION ON ALAS)(AN and overseas jobs,
520,000 to $50,000 per year possible, Call 602-941·
8014, Dept. 924.
11/9

9. Las Noticias
R.C. GORDMAN Japanese wood bloc~s will .be
exhibited in the Casa OeSol from Nov 4-Dec4. ll/12
RYTHYM AND BLUES review by C,C, and the
M.S. Nov lith, from 12 .noon· 1:00pm in the Subway
11/11
Station no admission charge,
UNM STUDENT HEALTH Center CPR classes.
Limited enrollment. Call271-~136.
11113 •
FliNK AND DISCO in th.e Subway Station with
Southside anQ d.j, Jams Unlimited, Friday and
Saturday, Nov. 13th and 14ill, 9:00 p.m. to .llOO
a.m .. l'o more information call277·4506.
I 1113

7. Travel
NEEDED TRANSPORTATION TO get to New

JOE MEDINA
·Thanks Supporters·
and
RSA, Pres. Scholars
and RHSA Endorsement
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1 slice cheese pizza w/
2 of your favorite toppings
&sm. drink for $1.30

MANY
SMALL
CARS

4600 Central Ave. S. E.
Blocks West of San Mateo Blvd.) .... 266·7824
INDIVIDUALLY OWNED & OPERATED

IN AND OUT IN 30 MINUTES IN MOST CASES

c= OPJ!t!~!~!o!!~u~~!:.f:!arM II
CROSSWORD PUZZLER
1 Greek letter
4 Converse
a Vessel
11 Cicatrix
12 At this place
13 Exist
14 Preposition
15 Stalemate
17Tangled
19 High mountain
21 Algonquian
Indian
23 Rodent
24 Trinket
26 Article
2a Strap
31 Battle
33 Also
35 Expire
38W~

41 Printer's
mt!I9SI.ire

42 Ancient

2 Tantalum

symbol

Answer to Thursday's Puzzle

3Skill
4 Defraud
5 Pronoun
6 Limb

7 Rip

a Stroked
9 Native metal
10 Spread for
drying

11 Pierce
16 E:xists
1a Flap
20 Maul
22 Sang
25 Obstruct
27 Goal

29 Falsehood
Number

30

32Soak

34 Condensed
moisture
36 Pedal digit .
37 Shade tree
39 S~ss river

40 Beam
43 Cheek feature
46 Mournful
48 Spigot
50 Clods
52 Spring sight
53 Act

44 Make lace
45 Existed
47 Send forth

49 CoolrrlJnlst
51 Three feet
54 Deface
56 canine
58 FerMie deer

BUTIEAFIELO ADJUSTS prices
to the LOWEST
GOLD QUOTE on the
date of your purchase.-----THIS COULD AMOUNT TO 40% MORE VALUE

ARMY RESERVE.

BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

59 Occur

62 Base
64 Exist

sseveryone

66 Chair
68Dry

10 Golf mound
71 Girl's nick-

T\4£ STOllE tor DIAMONDS

, Di:t.-rll ,
-~1@

:!4i1 SAN PEDRO

NE,oCOOtittl~tBroadwaWC<lronodo

,. .... ._

·~~1 .•
-·

.-~\

One of the fmest
names tn mufflers•

FOREIGN CARS
CUSTOM DUALS
HEAVY DUTY SHOCKS
CUSTOM PIPE BENDING

symbol

GOLD PRICES VARY ... priced by weight

•.
Featunng

(7

1

1

1

wicouPQn only 111!H1/15
h
L- ---~~,ll!;:!~d_s,!i ___ _J,

*FITS

36 Tellurium

personalized with
your wedding date
and initials FREE

8. Miscellaneous

1119

ACROSS

~

-·

$4506262·0~84 or2~5-8808,

WANTED TWO JOURNEY

5. ForSale
1973 v.w. SQliAREBACJ(, new brakes, clutch,
alternator, generator, good C(lndition. Price
negotiable. Catl266-2192 Rob or268·SS73 Pam.
11/13
1968 MOBLELINER 12 " 50. Low down and take
over payments, Rich 242-0245.
11!13
TWO LOBO SEASON BBtickets, 831·3166, eves.
11/10
BICYCLE SALE: 10 PERCENT off on all bicycles
over S300. Sale ends Nov. 28th, R.C. Hallett's, 300
YaleSE, 268·5697.
lll13
liN~f, CONVENIENT TO UNM. Oreat starter home
or as a future investment. Value priced atS42,750, it
features 2 .DRS, freestanding fireplace in living room,
dining area In kitchen, range, Washer & dryer Slay.
Earthtone carpeting In living room and bedrooms.
Low·equity, assumable, non·escalating loan, Call
Lynn Castelbaum, 292·2300 Eves, 821·8895. RECA·
OSUNA.
11/9
CLOSE IN 2 BEDROOM pueblo style, vigM, 1925
sq. n. $83,500 Living room, dining room, plus Jg.

York or Texas ar California or anywhere in the
V.S.A.7 Call AAACON AutoTraJ>sportat345·P827.
This Is not for employment•
.11119
R.IDE AMTRAK ROUNDTRIP for the holidays.
Bcul the rush. Reserve now. 842-9650.
II /9
IF YOU WANT someone to "get you on a slow boat
to China" whY not advertije in U•e Daily Lobo. tfn

f"mily room with woodstove. Low qown, call
Charloue 821.4432, ~v~. 292·03SI,
11/13
.t?70 PONTIAC Lem•ns AC PS Pll excellent con·
dillon $2000 ncgoti~ble· Felix Messina 296·1689,
11/10
1968 DATS\JN Slo 4dr. sedan. Basic transportation

name

72 Lair
00~

1 School: Fr.

'

55 Remainder
57 Proceed
59 Chapeau
60 Beverage
61 Born
63Smalllump

67 While
69 Scale note

